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ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO,

20

WEDNESDAY

11

EVENING, Al'KlL

18,
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UMIJEH 08

EARTHQUAKES AWFUL WORK
IN SAN FRANCISCO
PRESIDENT

THE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SECTIONS OF

HITS HARD
IN MESSAGE

THE CITY HAVE B EEN DESTROY ED BY FIRE
Criticizes
of people In cheap tenement districts reported killed nnd

Immense Hotels and Other Buildings Shaken From Their
Foundations, Burying Hundreds of People in the
Mains Burst and

Wreckage-Wa- ter

Handicap the Firemen.

FIREMEN POWERLESS TO STOP FLAMES.
Chicago, 111., April 18
S;in Francisco, Cal., April 18. 9:30 a. ui. Facts, so wires gone west of Ogden.

MOST AWFUL CATASTROPHE IN
THE WAY OF EARTHQUAKE
OR FIRE IN MODERN TIMES
.NEW YORK, N. Y., APRIL 18. SAN FRANCISCO WAS WRECKED BY AN EARTHQUAKE AT 5:10 THIS
ARE DAMAGED AND
THE SHOCK LASTED THREE MINUTES, THOUSANDS OF BUILDINGS
DESTROYED. LOSS OF LIFE REPORTED TO BE GREAT. NO WATER, AND FIRE RAGES ALL OVER THE
THE CITY HALL, COSTING
ALL THE WIRES, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF ONE, ARE GONE.
CITY.
TERROR AND
$7,000,000 IS IN RUINS. MODERN BUILDINGS SUFFERED LESS THAN BRICK AND FRAMES.
EXCITEMENT INDESCRIBABLE. MOST PEOPLE ASLEEP WERE SUDDENLY AROUSED AND RUSHED INTO
BUILDINGS SWAYED AND CRASHED, BURYING
OCCUPANTS.
AWFUL
THE STREETS UNDRESSED.
LICK HOUSE IS BADLY DAMAGED, BUT NO LOSS OF LIFE REPORTED. THE
PANIC IN HOTELS.
PEOPLE FLOCKED TO TELEGRAPH OFFICES
PALACE AND ST. FRANCIS HOTELS STOOD THE SHOCK.
GREATTO SEND MESSAGES TO FRIENDS AND WERE FRANTIC BECAUSE THE WIRES WERE DOWN.
FIRE BROKE OUT IN NEARLY EVERY BLOCK
EST DAMAGE DONE IS ON SOUTH MARKET STREET.
IN THAT DISTRICT.
MORNING.

AT 5:15 A. M., AND
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., APRIL 18. A SEVERE EARTHQUAKE OCCURRED
SCORES OF BUILDINGS ARE RUINED. THE LICK HOUSE IS WRECKED AND MANY HOTELS ARE DAMREPORTS TELL OF MANY LIVES LOST,
AGED; THE CITY HALL, COSTING $7,000,000 IS WRECKED.
BUT DETAILS ARE UNOBTAINABLE.
WIRES ARE DOWN AT ALL POINTS; WATER SUPPLY CUT OFF
IN MANY SECTIONS, AND FLAMES BROKE OUT IN MANY PARTS OF THE CITY.
FIRE IN THE RUINS
AND NOW RAGING IN A DOZEN PLACES.
FIRE ENGINE HOUSES ARE DAMAGED, AND THE ENGINES,
WHICH ESCAPED, ARE OF LITTLE USE OWING TO THE LACK OF WATER. THE CITY SEEMS TO BE AT
THE MERCY OF THE FLAMES.

Drumni, Davis, Front, Battery, Saucome, Montgomery,
CITY SHOOK FROM END TO END.
San Francisco, Cal., April IS. At o:13 coast time, Kearney, Spear, Main, Ileal and Fremont.
;

this morning, a terriffic earthquake struck this city,

'

shak-- I

Xi'w York, N. Y., April 18. Report reached here ot
severe earthquake in San Francisco w hich wrecked many

ing it from end to end. Over 100 buildings are down at
this time and many persons are killed and maimed. The
water pipes have bursted and there are no means of fight- ing the fire, which has broken out all over the city. The:
gas pipes are exploding and causing fires to spring up
everywhere. At 5:40 o'clock the Postal Telegraph office!
was wrecked and only one man( the sender) at a key.
Note Shortly after the operator sent the above dis- patch he sent out me loitowing pititui message:
I must now mane a run ot u ior my me God
help us."

buildings and caused loss of life this morning. Following
this a number of fires broke out. Telegraph wires are
dowu and particulars are not yet learned.

MANY PERSONS BURIED IN THE RUINS.
San Francisco, Cal., April 18. The Valencia hotel,
between Seventeenth and Eighteenth streets on Valencia
street, a
frame, toppled over into the street,
persons.
burying seventy-fiv- e
A house on Fourteenth street, near Valencia, was also
wrecked, killing two.
Many fire houses are damaged so badly that it Is im
possible to get out the fire apparatus.
A lodging house on Seventh street, between Howard
and Mission entirely collapsed. It is on Are and seventy-fiv- e
to eighty people are believed to be buried in the
flaming ruins.
At Twenty-secon- d
street and Mission street, tho
store of Lipman is on fire, threatening the entire
block.
At Eighteenth and Valencia, there Is a crevice in the
street six feet wide. The sidewalk is torn up, street car
tracks badly twisted and traffic is at a standstill.
Many persons seen on the streets are sufferinir from
injuries.
The fire which is raging in the vicinity of Fourth
and Stevenson streets got beyond control, and leaped to
the Winchester rooming house on the west side of Third
street. The Palace hotel is only a block away. The
rooms in the Palace were vacated early this morning and
guests are now returning to gather up their effects.
The loss of life seems confined to the poorer districts.
Every few minutes explosions are he;ird us buildings
are being blown up to stop the flames.
If a wind conies up, San Francisco will experience the
greatest conflagration of modern times,
On lower Market street block after block of stibstaiil- ial buildings have been destroyed.
e
A big fire is raging at the corner of I me and
streets, a block from the Associate. l'rc.s office. No
reports received from outside of San Francisco, but.
damage across the bay mii.-- t have been enormous. Oakland, it is said, has suffered severely.
From Pine and Iuipont streets, fire cm he seen raging in all down town
llrisk
wind coming up and the destruction of en'ire biis.ii.--district is
threat. 'tied. The ball of justice Is momentarily expected
to fall. The city hall is almost entirely wrecked. The
Mechanics' Pavilion has been converted into an emergency bospita!. The Grand Opera house suffered severely.
five-sto-

EARTHQUAKE REACHED ACROSS CONTINENT.
Washington, D. C, April IS. The San Francisco
earthquake reached across the continent. The seismograph at the weather bureau here showed violent agitation about 8:30 this morning. The instrument at noon
was still vibrating, showing that the earthquake had not
ceased.

ry

dry-goo-

DEAD BODIES TAKEN TO MORGUE.
New York, N. Y., April 18. At 8:52, coast time, it
is reported that 300 dead bodies have been taken to a
temporary morgue at San Francisco and half the city is
in flames.
t

New York, N. Y., April

18.-

--

At 9:15 the Postal Tele- -

graph company here received the following Information:
Reported thousands of lives lost by earthquake in San
Francisco. Roth Postal and Western Union Telegraph
buildings in that city are destroyed. Disastrous fire Is
eating Its way up the south side of Market street and at
last accounts was within three blocks of the I'alace hotel.
The water mains were bursting and the fire department
absolutely helpless, liusiness entirely suspended.
New York, N. Y., April 18. !:4," a. m. The Palace
hotel is now burning. Dynamite is being used to cheek
the progress of the llames. Hundreds of buildings are
ilemollshed.

San-som-

WHOLESALE DISTRICTS DESTROYED.
New York, N. Y., April IS. At l'i:4l this morning
the Postal received the following message: "At 5:15 this
morning a terrific earthquake shook San Francisco, doing
much damage to South Market street, practically destroying six or
blocks of the manufacturing and wholesale districts. Hanking districts are not seriously damaged, although small damage has been done all over the
town. Many killed and wounded and portion of town on
tiro. Several buildings have been dynamited. The Associated Press office U also badly damaged.
t

I

we.-ierl- y
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New Yolk. X. Y., April IS. At ll:o;, the Western
AWFUL LOSS OF LIFE AND PROPERTY.
I'nion received report of serious fire burning at Berkeley,
San Francis.c-i- , Cal April Is. As reports come in the
where the s'ate university is located.
magnitude of the disaster grows. The loss of lite may
was reach hundreds, and millions of dollars of property is
Another dispatch received says an earthquake
severely felt throughout Nevada and all wins are down destroyed. ln the confusion it is inipo.---'.!to learn the
west of Reno.
details of the catastrophe.
In general it may be
let between
tlur the
April IS. A telegram from Sacra-th- e Market and Howard streets from the ay as far west as
New York X.
Western I'nion reports three miles of the city hall is all badly wrecked.
Illellto, Cal.. to
t lie ('all and Examiner printing buiid.mj
railroad track between Suisun and lieiiicla sank out of
wed is
suit of an earthquake and all wires were the Western I'nion building are :,;!-,- wr-Mght as tile
I. a:
department stores are mine 1.
taken with it.
At Pieasti.ll. se
ial cats were tit lied on the main
Fires are still Imn.ii.g and a:.- c'....!.. .! :v
lb.
Use of dynamite.
line lilo k in li trains.
,

e
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San Francisco, Cal., April Iv Ti.
STREETS GREATEST DAMAGE DONE.
The Postal Telegraph re- of the city from Market to
i
ni
ceives information that the greatest damage from the bay back is almost completely wrecked,
earthquake done property was on the following streets:
along Mission and Market streets co'..:.
New York, N. Y., April IS.

Mi.-.--

i

South Market street to about Seventh street, with sporainjured. Residence district greatly damaged; also more dic fires In the park section and western division. There
or less injured.
is no way of estimating the dead. It may be hundreds
and it may be thousands. Postal Telegraph operators,
San Francisco, Cal., April IS. The Are in the vicinity who are nt their posts, are taking their lives in their
of the Palace and Grand hotels is rapidly approaching hands as the building is collapsing, and fire is within half
those buildings anfi from the present Indications they will a block.
fall a prey to the flames wlthjn half an hour.
HAD TO FINALLY DESERT THEIR POSTS.,
San Francisco, Cal., April 18.-- 8:15
There has just
San Francisco, Cal., .April 18. At 11 o'clock (San
been another shock which intensified the panic. People Francisco lime) the postal employes had deserted their
started for the streets but the shock was of only short office on account of the fire. At that time, the Palace
duration.
hotel was not on fire, but in immediate danger.

far as known at this hour, may be summarized as follows;
Hundreds of people killed and probably 1.000 Injured. The
Mechanics' Pavilion has been converted into a temporarj
hospital and already several hundred victims of tho disaster have been treated. Tho entire water front is ablaze.
The postoineo is badly shaken and will collapse. The
fish market, corner of Clay and Merchant streets, collapsed, killing six persons. Fire Chief Sullivan and wife
are badly injured. The Grand opera house Is burning
y
fiercely. A
building at Tenth and Mission, adjoining the Grand opera house, is doomed. Tho gas works
on South Market street have been blown up and started
another big fire in that section.
In Oakland, five were kill by the collapse of the
Empire building.
Twenty-on- e
bodies have been taken to the morgue.
The military Is parading the streets; guarding tho banks
and other establishments.
They have received orders to
shoot on sight any one detected In theft.
Newspapers, having their power cut off, have combined and will Issue one paper from the office of the
Chronicle, which has its own power.
The damage already inflicted is estimated roughly at

hundreds of miles.

Recent Decision
IN

Sacranieuto, Cal., April 18. Reports received from
of minor earthquake at SuIbuu and
Tracy, San Joaquin county.
Reports came from Woodlands stating that chimneys
were knocked down there.
Word canio from Napa that there was scarcely a
whole pane of window glass left In the place.
About 9 o'clock word came to a railroad oitlce that
the county court house at Santa Rosa had fallen nnd a
number were killed, but story not confirmed.
A hotel in the town of ColllnsvUle along the Sacramento river was wrecked by the shock. No one injured
there.

,

Grand hotels have been destroyed.
Fires reported In Oakland, Alameda and Berkeley.
Shocks continue but hnve no further damage
It is reported that buildings were destroyed at Kail- nas, a hundred miles south of San Francisco.
Nothing has been heard from San Jose and other
cit ies south of San Francisco on the coast.
It Is reported two ships, nnchored in tho bay, sank.

THE CALL BUILDING IS BURNING.
San Francisco, Cal., April
0:15
a. m. Fire has!
taken hold of the sixteen-stor- y
Call building and flames
aro now burning fiercely on the interior of the building,'
but as yet has not spread above the fourth floor. The back
18.-1-

of the Monadnock, an 11 story building, near completion,'
has fallen out and flames threaten to cause a groat fire,
--

loss- -

Although fire is raging on all sides of the Palace hotel
it has not yet taken fire.
Flames are rapidly nearing the Postal Telegraph com- pany s Duiming and aro within a block from the Asso- .
.
. .
ti.iti T,...i.vDaaUUj mwin union, i no rosiai company is
prepared to vacate and this will shut off ail telegraph
communication with the outside world.
From present indications the entire business district
of both the wholesale and retail will likely fall a prey to!
the flames.
-,

i

PALACE HOTEL, IS ON FIRE.
San Francisco, Cal., April 18. 10:45. The Taiace'
hotel is now on fire. The Phelan building. Market and!
urarreii streets, is also burning. The south side of
Market street between Fourth and Fifth, is now on fire,
and flames spreading In all directions. The city is now
under martial law. It seems that the entire business
section must be destroyed. Mayor Schmitz has called for
assistance of the entire Oakland fire department and or- dered that all dynamite available be used to blow up the
buildings in order to stay the progress of the flames.

MARRY THE
CROP OF SCHOOLTEACHERS
Seattle,
Wasn., April
18. The
board of education of I'oguc, tho metropolis of the Okanogan range, complained that the c ..wheys have utterly demoralized the public school
K.vttm of that region. The knights of
the range marry the ciiool ma'ams
taster than tnev can he Imported.
t
There are still
eligihh s in
the vicinity or Pogue "literally lying
in wait" for the next unmarried woman. An eastern m liooima'ain's
is gtnerally followed by two or
three long horse', in k lides over the
range and into the mountains and return with preparation- - on the part of
'he pupils for a wediicg and a new
teacher.
fifty-eigh-

ar-liv-

WONDERFUL INCREASE
OF IRON PRODUCTION.

ork, Apt fx. -- While the ex- ports of finishe iron ami steel pro.
ducts broke all records last month,
the imports of various raw materials
were also the heaviest in the history
f the iron and steel trade. The total
imports of iron ore, manganese ore,
iron pyrites, pig iron. etc.. reached
l.'ilfiTl tons.
!' binary
In
they
amounted to I Id,.".
oi.s.
bese ng-- i
ii res only
refer to the arrivals via
New York, Philadelphia and Balti.New

1

1

more.

Alihough the Man !, iaiports of Iron
ore came chiefly fro a ( uha, large
quantities
here from
also am.
Europe for use in w 'rn Pennsyl-owin- g
nauia and Ohio
to the
demand in tl.. interior. The
most marked lucre,
over the pre-''r- e
ious month's impoi
In tnaii- ganose ore un pi- Ninety-si- x
' bundled
thous ,i
r
ami eighty-.-e- u
u o :.
iron ore
came in through .'.' t.;ic seaboard
points last mouth. I' 'in the Cuban
d
by
properties C ,,!.'!
the
'sylvanii Steel . opany t;s.tai
w ere imported,
port ,f Dai-i- s
i shipping Ol.'.'l"
in six lots,
plan'-urgen-

I

i

stating that succession of slight shocks continue!
celved
a. ,neavy soumwesi wind nas sprung up. In addition to i
buildings mentioned tho Navnda bank and the Anglo
California bank buildings have been dest royed. Every
building In the city more or less damaged by earthquake,
Tho Call building has been burned,

Taft Talk Plainly.
,i
7. .
'e u,iiniin.iee uu iiiiui ucettuiu
that the question of tvne of canal
must be determined at once or Chief
Engineer Stevens will be placed In a
position where he will be compelled
to suspend work.

SANTA FE TERMINAL BUILDINGS WRECKED

HOUSE COMMITTEE REPORTS
LAND BILL FOR ALBUQUERQUE

....

while Santiago sent four shipments,
totalling lij.aij tons; Spain sonsigned CARPENTERS' TOOLS
l!tj.i-- 7
tons, Port Malum sending 7,400
AGAIN DISAPPEARING
Seville,
tons; (Jarucha 6,27- - tons;
L'.Siiu tons; Almeria, 3,800 tons; Mar-- ,
abella, L'.iuO tons; lluelva, 2.77u tons. ROBBERY LAST NIGHT AT WEIN-MAThree thousand five hundred tons
BUILDING
RELEASED
were Imported from Seriphoe, in the
BURGLAR IS SUSPECTED.
archipelago.
Grecian
A piece of Hicak thievery was reHow president tastro Has Actea.
ported to the M)lice last night, sonic
New Vork, April Iv That Presi- carpenters' tools being stolen
from
dent Castro's seizure of IlermudeZ; the new Weinman
building, being
lake was the climax rather than the erected opposite Robinson's Park.
beginning of a deliberate campaign to, Two saws, some
hammers and other
get control ot the Venezuelan asphalt, tools ware taken
a carpenter's
deposits, is allege.) in a statement1 chest t lint ha.l beenfrom
t,i fae buildgiv. n out by the New York and lier-ii- i ing over night. Thebit
have an
z company.
The statement cov- - excellent clue and it ispolice
expected
(is lie ia gainings of the controversy an arrest w ill be iiccoinnlish, d that
be- which has now become an internafore night. The police suspect a r
tional affair, ami illustrates the sum- cently released culprit who was conmary methods of the Venezuelan gov- -. victed of nibbing Houston's sporting
(inment in ilea, ing with III eriglits of goods store last winter,
at which time
foreigia
over $2."iH w, rlli of lout w as secured,
The him attempt io grab the combut who was released under a year's
pany'.- properly was followed by other sentence,
pending good
behavior.
elfi ns el the same kind, and from It will be remembered by
readers of
s;i 7 to the present lime the Itermiidez
The Evening Citizen that at about the
company states that
it lias been
saine time a great deal of carpenter's
carr.ving on a light for life, in which tools were being stolen, but upon the
official attempts to extort blackmail, arrest of tin- above culprit the thievexei'ii'ie coercion of the courts, and ing suddenly ceased. Upon his reimprisonment of the company's at- lease, and ills first night out or Jail,
torneys has been typical incidents. some more carpenter's tools disapTile whole machinery of the slate, but pear. The police are making every
oo.-- t
often the courts, has been used effoit to run down
the suspected
by Ca- - ro to aid him in adding the party, but up to press time he bad not
a
exhis
posi
already
di
to
asphalt
lain apprehended.
tensive acquisitions of properly formforeign
owners.
be.onging
erly
i"
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago. 111., April IS Cattle
The company's statement follows:
despoil
to
spitacy
colilthe
The ci
Cl
I7.IMMI; mantel, steady;
stock- pain ..t it a phait .leKisli lias eover-.- , 'rs and feeders,
Texans,
years,
seven
nearly
i.f
ere, a p.
f.i.'.ni I an.
ro. more detertn- i.: (
'reWhen
IH.O.III;
Sheep receipts.
market,
t
'
a
hail
of
any
e
biennis
ii.e an
strong; sheep. llbC;! i 3j
lambs,
).,,d
ill
p:.c..!e,f him,
tllo.-- e
the 1. 7.". 5i 7.1"'.
Mil.,
i
to
he
tho property
plot.
Illl'
i r
of a pi ti nd-Money Market.
Cil.ly s.
New York, April IV Money on call
i
tu's. Soinin i. ily
ed jud c:
opp.
Tt unity to cisy
la ice of
ofil'c: prime mercantile
and w.'iio
paper. H'a'"ti; silver, tUr8.
be heard.
1
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Democrats Do Nothing.
The democratic senators
met ia
conference at 11 o'clock, today, for
the purpose of exchanging views on
the rate bill. The meeting was called
with the distinct understanding that
no binding action should be attempted. At 12:25 a recess was taken until 1:30, without reaching an understanding
,

BANK BUILDINGS SUCCUMB TO SHOCK.
New York, N. Y April 18. The Western Union has
established Its office at San Francisco at the Ferry build- Ing and nt 3:30 (New York time), n message was re- -

Special to Tho Evening Citizen'.
Point Richmond, Cal., April 18. A severe earthquake
rocked this place at 5:15 o'clock this morning doing much
damage to Santa Fe terminal buildings, as well as other
property and causing some loss of life.' Portions of tho
roof and east wall of engine room of machine shops fell
in breaking pipes and rendering stationary engine useless.
One third of tho east wall of machine building is down
and west end wall is uearly all down. Round-hous- e
Is
filled with wreckage of roof and fallen walls. Work will
TELEGRAPHERS JUST ESCAPE WITH THEIR LIVEJ no tied up until wreckage Is cleared. Santa Fe China
San Francisco, Cal., April 18. At 10:55 the fire ex-- I Basin track work Is badly damaged, much of it slipping
tended from Ferry to Front streets and pretty much all into the bay.
COWBOYS

CASES

r,

Sacramento, Cal., April 18. The severest earthquake
felt in this city In many years occurred this morning. No
very serious damage done.

J

PACKERS'

Washington, D. C, April IS. In a
special message
delivered today.
President Roosevelt declares the recent trial of the "beef packers" In
Chicago, a "miscarriage of justice,"
and that the interpretation placed by
Judge Humphrey on the will of congress " is such as to mako that will
absolutely abortive."
The message,
which Is of a most sensational char-acteis based largely on the letter
to the president from the attorney-generalin which the latter review
the proceedings of the case of the
government against the packers. The
president says that It is clear that no
criticism attaches to Commissioner
Garfield, as what lie did was in pursuance to the duty imposed upon by
congress. He refers . sharply, however, to the decision of Judge Humphrey, saying congress dould not
have foreseen such a decision, and.
could hardly believe that the ruling
of Humphrey will be followed by
other judges, and declared that such,
interpretation of the law as that
"comes measurably near to making
law a farce."

BY SHOCK.

LOS ANGELES HAS NEWS OF DESTRUCTION.
Los Angeles, Cal., April 18. Information from San
$40,000,000.
Francisco is that the Mechanics' Pavilion Is being used as
Unless the wind cornea up from the west and blows a morgue. Up to 11 o'clock 400 bodies had been brought
the flames toward the bay, nothing can stop tho destruc- In and more are coming in all the time. The Palace and

tion of the city.

BEEF

Secretary Taft Talks to the
Senate Canal Committee on Delay.

train dispatchers tell

ten-stor-

Hum-

phreys Severely on His

The Union Pacific reports all
Shock seems to have covered

MANY TOWNS RUINED

Judge

for-nt-

.

:

'

.:,

,..

Special to Evening Citizen:
Washington, I). C, April 18 The
house public lands committee has reported favorably on the giving of land
to Albuquerque for a city park.
Anurews nas introduced a mil es- Indian sanitarium ana
i!!""!1 'P
for Indian children with tuler-culosi- s,
under the charge of tho Secretary of the Interior.
Tho bill enabling Texas, which has
no public or national lands, to share
In the irrigation funds, has passed ine
house.
KEEN

INTEREST
RANKS

IN

OF U. S. ARMY.

Washington, D. C, April 18. The
war department Is much gratified to
observe the keen interest which is
taken ln the instructions originating
with the president for practical work
of soldiers in tho field. It was ex- pected that the Idea would meet more
lor less criticism, and that the offt- -'
cers and men would not be especially
j desirlous
cf going out into the field
Much work is enui long marches.
tailed on the officers in charge of
'transportation and subsistence, but
everybody takes hold of the ideas
with great enthusiasm, from all accounts, and it is evident that practical
results of a lasting nature will be derived from tlie weekly short marches
nnd the monthly longer "hikes" with
the three days' camps. As an instance of the new dispensation, one
of the features of the plans for the
mobilization of the entire army In the
I'nlted States at seven posts In tho
coming summer Is the march of a
portion of the second batallion of engineers ftvm Washington barracks
to Plattshurgh barracks, on tho banks
of Lake t'liamplain.
The troops will
carry their full kits and will adopt the
system of regular field provisioning.
l o that end, commissary
officers aro
preparing to issue the necessary
equipment for the cooking of the food
on the march. The weekly and monthly marches In the next three months
w ill
put the battall iii in tine condition for Its loiisj tramp.
Funds for Gilbert Memorial Window.
New York, April IS. A special performance to secure funds for the Mrs.
Gilbirt Memorial window, which is to
bo placed; In the new edifice of tho
Hioomlngdale Reformed church, will
be given at Daly's Theater this evening. An attractive program has been
prepared, which will include several
one-aplays in which some of tho
star actors ami actresses now In this
Among those to
city will appear.
take part in the special performance
are Mau'.le Adams, Annie Russell,
John Irew, lllanche It.ites, Frank.
Keeuan, J. lienrinio and others.

field. Fort Collins, Colo., 204
pounds, $0.35.
Minding. Tlnnalh, Col., 204
.1. .1.
fcy
WMkty
lambs, fc2 pounds, $0.40.
Mth. ay
E. Snvdcr, l.as Animas, Colo-Tie Citizen Publishing Company r 2 V.lambs,
O'.t pounds. $0.20,
5h
1), Williamson. Tinnath, Colo.,
u 1 at rrtfllM for troaomlaotoa titraa-- tto
$ii..".5.
pounds,
lambs,
M
olaao
ao
mmb4
mM.
Hlk
Drake M. k S., l.nniar, Colo., 403.
Iambs, St pounds. $11.35.
IVndorgast. Port Collins,
V.
N.
Colo.. 7(7 lambs, 70 pounds, $'1.25; 40
pounds. $.V0O.
cues,
L. K. i n. Winsor. C. lo.. 14 ewes,
Mi
pounds. $.V5; 2S0 lambs, 70
Offlelal Paper of Pe,rna,llllo County pounds. $0.20.
and City of Albuquerque.
Las Animas
V. A. Wright.
!SS owes, 7i pounds, $0.25.
4mmIiM Prwi After.MH DUpitctiio.
.1.
D. Rhodes. Las Animas, Colo.,
UrfOit City in4 County Clrtutitll.
'.io7 ewes, til) pounds, $0.20.
Tk LtrrMt Nw KmIco ClrculifM.
ClmittlTuesday, April 10.
llrrMt Hlrthr Hrlrou
H. M. Meat's. Lamar, Colo., 2311 ewes,
SUBSCRIPTION:
TIKMI OF
s " S3 pounds. $5.4D.
iwih w mII fma mr in aarone
ir.ikp m . am s.. iia lamns, pi
laltr ay mail. P month
pounds. $0.40.
Woaalr kf nil, on. rar
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Most cronoiiiical, and absolutely
C.tTmlcide la

LEININGER'S
FORMALDEHYDE
GENERATOR,
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Montezuma Trust Co.
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d

through them.

try to
improve the appearance of a
room by papering one side only,
as to try to clean it thoroughly
without using a Kumigator,
wnich is a known disinfectant
and germicide.
And you might as well

&

Per Word Insertion

X fr

fnd you can rely upon It. as we have not failed before, that your
rented hundred of houses
is nnt thrown away. We have
y oor want ads, as well as sold nearly everything we have artver-tinr-

DR. GEO.

I... T.amar. Colo., 4.,u
lambs. f.5 pounds, $0.40; 57 yearlings.
pounds, $0.0a.
Wednesday, April 11.
Drake. M. and S., Imar, Col.
720 lambs, 84 pounds, $0.40.
Hall, Las Animas, Colo., 220 Iambs,
05 pounds, $0.30.
Thursday, April 1Z.
Drake, M. and S., I.aniar, Colo.,
600 lambs, 87 pounds, t.4n.
Hnlinr Jft Sun. HlvPrslde Colo.. Ifi4
lambs, 73 pounds, $6.30; 89 ewes, 85
pounds, f.i.40.
Colorado-Arizon- a
S. Co.,
las An
imas. Colo., 130 lambs, 80 pounds,
$tl.40; 124 ewes, 82 pounds, o.40.
i
Tliompson, I.as Animas, t,oio.,

Uthemnn

One Cent

certain

BANK INSTITUTIONS

.58

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, w? can secure tt for yog by small
want ad. n The Evening Titizen. It only costs

18, 1906.

the V.'estcrn
graph
TELEPHONE
with the cash to The
vour

'n:l

liuv, and

ad

phone direct, or call, and
i

Union or Postal

Tele-

Capital nd Surplus

-

-

offices for an A. T. T. messenger
Citiien office, or tele-

the

ad will appear

according to your wish.
.

FOIl SALE Two sets of shelving.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
eonnwtlunt wo
'Without dancer ti your prtwnt
thirty-foo- t
rvrry piUion you
counter.

LEININGER'S
GEO.
DR.
GENERAFORMALDEHYDE
TOR Is indorsed by hospitals,
hotels and physicians. Price, $1.

syear. Othcetlu

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

counters; one
Call at K. F. Trotter's.
FOK SALE OK TRADE- Are you interested in mines? I have soma
said to be good deals. Talk withy,
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-wa-

r
ttsure you of conaldrrntion
ore comuetpnt to till no matter where located. Oi:f
txx.klrtt ti ll how wo can brlna; your oliUlty tn tho
Mention of rmndwdnnf eniployors who ned hlttl
a Th"'"' ""J
rrnrlo men f,.r l.xecutle, I lertcal.1,0(W
to S.UUl)
tilnnun portion, pnylna; from

13citl.

Hapaoodt (no.), Brain Broktr

Sold only by

$100,000

With Ample Meant and Unsurpassed Facilities.

917 Chemical Building, St. Louis

FUR SALE A. A. Trimble., 207 North
WANTED.
Arno street, has for sale, Bettings
WANTED Dining room girl at the
of pure bred black Minorca eggs.
Columbus Hotel.
EAST RAILROAD AVE.
Island Reds. Wfhlte Plym.
WANTED A registered drug clerk " Rhode
Opposite Raynolds' New Bldg.
Plymouths,
outh Hocks, Barred
huswilling
to
young
man,
able
and
aaajaanr.
Leghorns, etc. One dollar
Brown
&
Son.
Vann
tle. 8.
own
pep Retting.
lady
Expert
Colorado I
WANTED Position.
Automatic
FOUND.
Adstenographer and bookkeeper.
Corner First St. and Gold Ave. J
Town, horse and
In Old
dress H. C, this office.
FOUND
Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
ALBUQUERQUE CAP
wagon. Owner can recover same by
WANTED Men's washing and lace
$t!.40.
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
lambs. 81 pounds,
applying to the Justice of the peace,
work;
launder.
to
Hand
curtains
ITAL AT ARTES1A
Klrtt,
I.as Animas, Colo., 1041 SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
cotirt house, Old Town.
guaranteed.
Mrs. Lug
satisfaction
lambs, 74 pounds. $6.40.
ton, 411 West Coal avenue.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
P. Montano. Manzanola, Colo., Jon
WOULD LIKE TO PUT IN AN
Tutor for boy of 14 in TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
WANTED
Teeth
of
Set
Full
C7 pounds, $6.30.
lambs.
IN
SOLOMON
LUNA,
W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
President;
Latin and mathematics. Two hours
ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM
$6.00
to trade for city property. T. L.
West, Colorado, 5S7 lambs, is Gold Crowns
qualifica
stating
daily.
Answer,
JOHNSON,
Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-E- .
Cashier;
J.
Asst.
Broadway.
300
South
Up
McSpadden,
$1.50
pounus,
TOWN.
ewes,
80
Gold Filling
THAT
pounds, $6.35; lo6
351.
box.
Postofflce
tions,
man.
exchange
George Arnot, O.
Cromwell.
Luna,
M.
A.
The
mon
McSPADDEN
Blackwell,
...,50c
tr. .S5.
Painless Extracting
(iood men, uny number
WANTED
It would appear, from the following
See him for business exchanges.
i,oio.,
ista,
Bishop.
Monte
Adarticle, clipped from tho Artesia
300 South Broadway.
for rock work; southern Arizona;
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
feeding lambs, 66 pounds, $3.90.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran- TO EXCHANGE I have property In
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA &. SANTA FE RY.
vocate, that Albuquerque capitalists
April 13.
ANTEED.
Friday,
country,
have their eves on the Pecos
teed for three years. Inquire AbraColorado-Arizon- a
An
S. Co., Las
Missouri,
Iowa,
Kansas
Illinois,
are
for eome future investments, and
ham's Employment office, 315 South
.iil,"',rtrrj!l,-'"'"- j
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
imas, Colo., 542 lambs, 75 pounds,
Artesia an
utnit, tn
First street.
78 pounds, $6.40.
Talk with
Albuquerque property.
lambs,
2S5
$6.40:
electric light plant. The article reads
yearme. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
WANTED Information as to the ad
Kelley, Kansas, 36 sheep and
n fnllnwa.
Broadway.
dress of Mariano Armijo. Address
lings, 1 tt 4 pounds, $6; 122 clipped
"There was presented to the board sheep and yearlings, 99 pounds, $5.20.
was Bernalillo county about 1879.
of town trustees, Thursday night, an
Also address of William Armstrong.
Co
.nnii,otiin fnr a franchise for an
Address was Valencia county in
EXAMINATIONS FOR
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
B. F. COPP.
electric lieht plant in Artesia. J.
probcan
recoveries
Small
Organs. Horse
1886.
Pianos,
On
Furniture,
Downey, manager of the Albuquerque
Harvey
ably
made.
Address
on
be
Wagons
BUILDING
Chattels;
also
other
and
T.
12,
ARMIJO
X.
ROOM
FOREST RANGERS
of the
electric light plant, was author through
Spalding & Sons, Washington, D. C. SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REpetition, and it was presented
Offlccra and Directors.
CEIPTS, as low aa $10.00 and as nigh
MALE HELP WANTED.
First
of
the
SILRoss,
M.
cashier
n
SANTA
FE,
AT
HELD
TO BE
fr
President
s $200.00.
Loans are quickly made
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
'Wages
paid
while
MEN
WANTED
Mtinnni hunk. Mr Downey was in th
One
Vice President
Time:
VER CITY, CLOUDCROFT AND
M. W. FLOURNOY
and strictly private.
learning the barber trade; situa- month
city, several weeks ago, and looked
Cashier
one year given. Goods reFRANK McKEH ................... .......
MAGDALENA.
special
rate. main Into your
tions guaranteed;
iha oitnntlnn nvpr. and was so favor
possession. Our rate
Assistant Cashier
R. A. FRCST
Angeles,
Loa
System
College,
Moler
ably impressed with the town that he
an
Direotor
The civil service commission
are reasonable. Call and. see us be
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Cal.
decided to invest. The Advocate is nounces an examination for forest
fore borrowing.
franof
the
details
give
the
to
unable to
WANTED Men m eacti stale
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
"'
r;uiKers to be held at Santa Fe on
'j'!
V. 8. DEPOSITORY.
chise asked this week, but will do so Iav lo, 11 and 12 and the same days
travel, post signs, advertise and Steamship tickets to and from all
council
the
before
Salary
I
goods.
leave samples of our
later. If it conies
parts of the world.
at Silver City, Cloudcroft and
$500,0000
..- Authorized Capital
properly for consideration. The prices
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
Rooms 2 and 4, Grant Bldg.
are
lights
$250,000.00
PrietZffJOfS-'lOOSurplus
a.,
Capital,
l
expenses.
incandescent
and
Profits
Dept.
Up
Co.,
Kulilman
named for
Paid
field
thu
Ate.
und
Railroad
nuestions
nractical
West
The
31i
comparatively reasonable, but, as us- examination aim to test the abilitv of
Atlas block, Chicago.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
1IBKK?!
the the competitors actually to perform
ual, the aplicant would like for cerGooiTiiien, any immEer
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
WANTED
Open Evenings.
a
to
take
itself
obligate
city to
for rock work; southern Arizona;
the duties of a forest ranger, as out such a thing as has overtaken Dowie
a
liberal
lights
at
arc
of
wages, 3oc an hour; work guaran
tain number
lined in the "Use" book.
could never happen to me. I have
NEW HOUSE FOR SALE.
eu moer month. The trustees did not
teed for three years. Inquire Abra
One dav will be required for the over 400,000 followers in this and
On North Twelfth Street.
consideraserious
give the franchise
ham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
practical questions. The field test will other countries nnd I am their sution at this meeting, the different be given beginning on tne second iay, preme head. I appoint all my cardi
First
streit.
members expressing themselves of the As the field test is generally given nals, archbishops, bishops and priests
FIVE ROOMS,
FOR RENT,
opinion that the company should file several miles from tho place an and they all carry out my Ideas. No
FIFTY FOOT LOT,
them
with
or
bond
a certified check
for the examination, appli such a fate as has overtaken Dowie fUK ni-,- l h uiuisiied room; mod
ncunced
In700 00
and
faith
good
as an evidence of
ern; reasonable. Call at 803 North
cants must provide means of trans- - could ever happen to me."
Easy Terms.
tention in the premises beforey asking
if
street
bring,
Fourth
also
They
should
potation.
opthe city to grant any ninety-dapossible, pocket compasses.
Caught Cold While Hunting a Burg tOlt HEM Four room brick house.
New Mexico
ol
iums oh asked. A light franchise
Age limit, 21 to 40 years on tne
close in. Apply at F. F. Trotter's
!ar.
will
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
ago,
it
was granted some months
examination.
the
Lanorgan, provin
date
Wm.
storf.
$100,000 00
110 West Gold Avenue.
le remembered, and no bond for com- Thisof examination is open to all citi- cialMr.constableThos.
Capital Paid In
at Chapleau, Ontario,
17,000 00
pliance was required, and work on the zens of the United States who com- says; "I caught a severe cold while FOR RKNT From 3 to 7 room
Surplus and Profits
H.
housts,
McMillion
W.
modern.
although
the
began,
svstem never
conveyancing,
hunting
In the forest swamp
ply with tho requirements.
burglar
and
work
a
Notarial
211
Gold
broker,
real
West
estate
three
for
town's hands were tied
Applicants should at once apply to last fall. Hearing of Chambsrlain's
avenue.
months. The new trustees have acted the United States civil service com- Cough Remedy, I triad it, and after
CAROS
PROFESSIONAL
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
Downey
wisely in this matter. Let Mr.
FOR
REM Furnished rooms over
appliD.
Washington,
I
com
for
using
two
was
small bottles,
mission.
C a copy of pletely cured."
com
Dry
Golden
Goods
and his associates show their good in cation form 1093 Amended,
Rule
the
MARRON.'
inThis remedy is
O. N.
President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
DENTISTS.
pany. Inquire at Room
B, Mrs
tentions in a substantial manner, if the "Use" book, and a cc.nv of "In- tended especially for coughs and
Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
HERNDON,
Cashier;
they come asking special favors of the formation Regarding Employment on colds. It will loosen and relieve
I'beian.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
I.
DYE,
J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
MIERA,
A.
A.
E.
town.
g
rooms,
No
any
with
severe
FOR
cold In less time than by
RENT Furnished
Dental Surgeon.
the National Forest Reserves."
and D. H. CARNS.
HUBBS
A.
JAY
or
Roosevelt
over
$
at
is
a
without
board,
10,
the
favorite
Grant block,
application will be accepted unless other treatment and
Rooms 15 and
House, 309'i West Railroad, avenue the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
MARKET LETTER
properly executed and filed, in com- wherever its superior excellence has
Under new management. Miss r Both 'phones. Appointments made by
plete form, with the commission at become known. For sale by all drug
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF U
Moore.
V
Washington. In applying for this ex gists.
mail.
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
Rnpcial Corresnondence.
the exact title as given at
Edmund J. Alaer. O. D. S.
FOR SALE.
Kansas City. Mo., April 16. Cattle amination
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
FOR
Office
No. 30 Railroad avenue.
from distant noints were scarce last the head of this announcement should
FOR SALE Two bicycles, lady's and
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Holding Claim No. lfiOO.)
(Small
1224 South Walter street
gent's,
week and nothing or this sort is nere bo used In the application.
at
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4bZ. Ap
As examination papers are shipped Department of the Interior, United
today, to speak of. One lot of good
ESTABLISHED 1(71
FOR SALE A fine rancn and a few pointments made by mail.
0 "OLD RRLIABLE"
to the
N. M.,
Ofllce,
Fe,
States
Santa
Land
hay fed steers from near Pueblo, nlrect from the commission
K.,
sheep.
thl
Address,
hundred
necessary
Is
examination,
place
it
of
Colo., weighing 1175 pounds, sold to
March 29, 190G.
office.
PHYSICIANS.
be received in ample
Notice Is hereby given that the folkillers at $4.'J0 last week. Prices on that applications
arrange
examination
Coronada
the
for
time
to
lowing
filed no FOR SALE All lots m 300
has
killing stuff remained about steady
claimant
named
R. L. HUST,
DR.
by the
South
Place. T. L. McSpadden,
during the week. Fancy stockers and desired at the place Indicated
tice of his Intention to make final
Broadway,
will
there
The
applicant.
commission
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
proof In support of his claim tinder
feeders sold higher last week than
for arrange to examine any applicant sections 1G and 17 of the act of March FOR SALE One saddle horse an
Tuberculosis treated with High
any time this season, a drove of
time
in
is
received
application
Bergman,
1009
South
whose
saddle.
O.
Frenuencv Electrical Current and Ger
3, 1891 (20 Stats., 854), as amended
stockers from New Mexico
permit the shipment of the neces- by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Fourth street.
mlcide. Treatments given each day
making $5 the middle of the week, to
papers.
sary
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Stats., 470), and that said proof will FOR SALE Small slock ruerchaudis
and a choice lot of native feeders, 9U6
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, oOO In attendance. Both 'phones.
be made before the United States
pouuds. sold at $3.15, the highest
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocerl-lSouth Broadway.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
the Southwest.
nrlco of the winter for feeders or HOW RUPTURES IN WATER
Cfi. W. G. SHADRACH,
1906, viz:
FOR SALE Good team of Horses an
mockers. Most of taia class or Stuff.
MAINS ARE MENDED New Mexico, on May 10,
20
st t of double harness, cheap.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Adelalda S. de Otero, for the lot 1,
was too fleshy, as the demand from
AND
and Throat.
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
North Second street.
the country was for thin fleshed
The new engineer at the water range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18, FOR SALE A handsome liardman Occnl'st and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat,
stuff. Packers took the surplus at
West Railroad
ALBUQUERUE, N. M. Q
Piano, In fine condition and almos lines. Office. 313
steady prices. Cows and heifers are works is makinc a number of very townsilp 7 north, range 3 east, and
RAILI DAD AVENUE
bargain.
For particu avenue.
25 to 35 cents lower than at the best grevious mistakes because or his stiori lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
a
tew,
at
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to
time two weeks ago. but still bring acquaintance with the pecularitles of north, range 2 east, and lot 2, seclars, call at this office.
the Are tions 7 and 18, township
7
north, FOR SALE Black Monorca and Ba p. n
remunerative prices, $3.25 to $1.75 for the plant. Sunday ho sounded
ON HEALTH DEPENDS HAPPIpres range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1G00.
anything alnove canners or thin stock alarm when a call came for more
NURSE.
NESS,
Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch
red
pressure
gave
more
Ho names the following witnesses
cows or helftrs, which bring $2.25 to sure. Saturday he
ing: 73 cents per setting. Ed Mc
yourself,
but for your
rnly
Not
for
would
pipe
stand
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Mr. M. R. Wharram,
$3.25. Bulls are selling well, $3.25 than the kalamein
Guire, Albuquerque, N. M.
good health In youth lays
as
children,
big
a
mud
twenty
building.
Auto
is
possession of said tract for
there
Room 31, Barnett
to $3.75 for bulk of sales. Fat steers and as a reult
$25,000 rancn at a bar phone, C13; Colo., 1G5 B. Hours, 9
the foundation for a sturdy maturity
vears next preceding the survey of FOR SALE
are beginning to get scarce, and a middle on Cold avenue. TheIn Gold
in
;
property
gain
small
will
and joyous old age. Proper bathing
hydro-thercp-y
take
diaMassage,
to 12 and 7 to 10.
the township, viz:
rise on them would not bo surprising. avenue main is five inches
,
or
phone
wire,
is just, as essential as proper eating.
Write,
exchange.
was
yesterday
and other Battle Creek
Placido Salaznr y Otero, or Altm
though net as big an advance as oc- meter. The break
303
McSpadden.
Tho Standard Plumbing Co., In their
L.
F.
with
talk
curred last April, at which time prices about a foot from a joint. Alderman ouerciuo. N. M.: Jesus Salazar y Otero
modern sanitary bath rooms, install
South Broadway.
in of peralta, N. M.; Higinio Chavez, of
were nearly $1 per ion pounds higher Hanley said that it was the leal rea system of open plumbing that makes
UNDERTAKER.
EXCHANGE For
Peralta. N. M.; Jesus Garcia, or A- FOR SALE OR
than now. Veals are lower, at $3 to the Joint, but a close examination
a bath that is Ideal In its perfect
cflv or ranch property, a new furnh-vealed that there was a rupture in the lbuquerque. N. M.
31tT
$ti.50 for good ones.
Colo. Red 115.
cleanliness, with sanitary appliances
ished rooming house. Best location Auto 'nhone
main on the underside and It. was reAny person who desires to protest
BORDERS,
Mutton prices are gradually
A.
that are the best results of scientific
In the city. Address F. J., this
The market is strong to paired by a peace of rubber being against the allowance of said proof,
City Undertaker.
thought and skill.
clumped
reatlnht
being
placed
and
hole
over
the
any
supply
Black
today,
the
Building.
substantial
of
higher
or
knows
whi
Club
ltlc
Commercial
Wo carry tho finest lino of garden
iron clamps. These son under the laws and regulations I'tllL SM.E A drug store 111 uood lit
was over it with
4,5iiO head.
The run last wet-nnd white hearse, $5.
hose in the city.
clamps were held together by belts. of thu interior department why such
'le town; a snap. T. L. McSpaN
.1
28,1100
tvH.
lnad, considerably below
'! n. 300 South Broadway.
LAWYERS.
Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
;:.1.U- -.
weeks, and tho supply is likeiy The mending was most ingenious nnd proof should not be allowed, will be
.'
,
Colo., Red 234;
i.ist your
to still further diminish, with pros will prohahlv last as lens; as the pipe given an opportunity at tho above f' i:i .1 RENT6RTRAr)E
Both 'Phones:
Rodey.
S.
Bernard
pects of strong markets. Fair to itself.
mentioned time and place to
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
671.
Albuquerue
ATTORNEY-ATLAW- .
good woolcil lambs sold today at $t!.4o
the witnesses of said claim
S.n:r'i Broadway.
attention given to all
Is the Moon inhaaited?
in reuuuai Volt SALE A good general merchiin-'!- -' N. M. Prompt
evidence
to
ant,
offer
and
to $0.r,n. which did not represent the
to the profession
pertaining
proven
moon1
business
the
that
has
Science
Clipped
claimant.
by
market.
strength
of
of that submitted
the
full
.1.
and grocery business, with meat Will practice In all courts of the terrilite
which
atmosphere,
makes
an
has
on
MANUEL,
K.
now
from
Uiwiu.
stock will predominate
fVarket included, and buildings for tory and before the United State
some, form possible on that satellite
LUMBER
in
Register.
AND
at.
$.i..'j
selling
today
clipped lambs
n at.
Inquire, M. Drugoie, 300 land office.
to tint not for human beings, who have
o
Alwsy
SHERMAN'-WILLIAMto $3.40. clipped wethers at
Broadway.
N'Tth
BUILDING
PAPER
PAINT
or
on
this earth
Ira M. Bond.
at a hard enough time
$3, clipped sheep and yearlings
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
Covers more, looks best, wears
SALE OR TRAnr. 2 rooming
Fur
.
who don't know-thafc
82 F street
especially
those
ours;
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWpiaster.
Lime.
CmH.
$3.tio.
t
$5.25
$5.23, wooled ewes at
),"! is, s. T. L. McSpadden, .100 South
longest, most economical, full
Electric Bitters cure headache,
N. W, Washington, D. C. Pensions,
t
medium quality grass biliousness,
Doers,
A band of
Glass,
"ash
Paint.
measure.
udway.
,
fever,
caveats
ENGINEER.
malaria, chills and
CIVIL
lands, patents, copyrights,
slipped Texas muttons, weighing 71 Jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
busl-jihsgood
TRADE
a
l'ul; SALE OR
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
pounds, sold at $4.50 today. Soiiit
J. R. Farwell,
complaints, general defor city property. T. L. Mc
RTwTDrBryan.
Building.
.Monte Vita liver, kidney
lioorly finished
Armijo
sN.
Room
T.
Un23.
Broadway
South
300
weaknesses.
liien.
bility and female
Albuquer
iTTonvirv.iT-l.AW- .
lambs went to the country at $5 HO equalled
s
double-baARCHITECTS.
as a general tonic and
ruit SALE A
que, X. M. Office. First National
last week.
espe
persons
and
for weak
slotgun bran new Bank building.
ivied,
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
It Induces sound
cially for the aged.
tii'ver has been used; one or tn
building
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Call at our down town office, 119 South Second Street, in the First
National Bank Building, or at the Branch Office on the "Heights,"
opposite the University, and ask for one of our

Mew Emus irat

National League.
R. H. E.
2
3 13
3
2 14

Booklets

Giving Full Description of Property and Key to Prices

Full size

lots; perfectly level; water from the city reservoir;
light from the Electric Light company; $25 to $150 per lot; Terms,
$5 per month. No Interest on Deferred Payments
50-fo- ot

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T

H. B. FERGUSSON, President

M. W. FLOURNOY,

How to Exercise the
Your Intestines are lined inside with
millions of little suckers, that draw the
Nutrition out of food as It passes them.
But, if the food passes too slowly, It
decays before it gets through. Then the
little suckers draw Poison from it instead
of Nutrition.
This Poison makes a Gas that Injures
your system more than the food should
have nourished J t.
You see, the food Is Nourishment or
Poison, just according to how long it stays
in transit.

.

V.-Pr-

and Treas.

es.

EDWARD

KING

Bowels

IS NOW FIGHTING HARD FOR LIFE
i

.

It

Kings and mightiest potentates must die,
For that's the end of human misery.
Shaks: 1 Henry, Act ill. Sc. 2.
Special Correspondence:
At the slightest ailment his family
Washington, D. C April 17. In Invariably send for Sir Frederick
diplomatic circles here it la common Treves, the great doctor, who performed the operation for appendicitis
talk that King Edward of England on Edward
Just before his coronation.
V
will bo the next monarch to vacate
Panicky Over King.
Recently when Edward, while out
his throne nt the call of ileal u. He
Is now figthlng desperately, with the wfiiklng, strained his foot at Windhelp of his doctors, to neutralize the sor, Treves was summoned by special
deadening effects of 40 continuous train, though all he could do was to
years of wine, woman and song.
tell the king that the trained nurse,
His majesty
Is aging rapidly. who is always in attendance, bad
Though he always puts on a smiling treated the foot correctly.
If
cuts his finger a hurry call is
face and braces his figure in public,
he is unable to keep up appearances sent out for Treves, or if he has a
for long. His last lengthy public ap- slight headache, the doctor has to be
pearance was at the opening of par- - summoned.
These precautions ' are necessary
because of the general weakness of
the king's health. His system is so
full of the results of high living that
J ho slightest ailment may develop into his final illness.
On Invalid's Diet.
Tho king Is on a diet, and ho lias
been strictly limited as to the amount

AWK.Jff

CO.

D. K. B. SELLERS, Sec. and Manager

DIPLOMATIC CIRCLES BELIEVE HE WILL BE THE NEXT MONARCH TO GO
FAMOUS DR. TREVES CALLED AT THE LEAST
AILMENT
STRENUOUS LIFE TELLING ON HIM BUT HE IS
PUTTING UP A BRAVE BATTLE.

They do not waste any precious fluid ol
the Bowels, as Cathartics do.
They do not relax the Intestines by
greasing them Inside like Castor Oil or
Glycerine.
They simply stimulate the Bowel
Muscles to do their work naturally, comfortably, and nutritiously.
And, the Exercise thrsa Bowel Muscles
are thus forced to tsAc makes them
stronger for the future, Just as Exercise
makes your arm stronger.

v.

r

.

Ed-wo- rd

Cascarets are as safe to
use constantly as they are
pleasant to take.
They are purposely put up like candy,
so you must eat them slowly and let them
go down gradually with the saliva, which
is in itself, a fine, natural Digestive.
They are put up purposely in thin, flat,
Enamel boxes, so they
can be carried in a man's vest pocket, or
In a woman's purse, all the time, without
bulk or trouble.
Price 10c a box at all druggists.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Company and never sold In bulk. Every tablet
stamped 'CCC."

The usual remedy for
this delayed passage (called
Constipation) is to take a
big dose of Castor Oil.
This merely make slippery the passage
for unloading the current cargo.
It does not help the Cause of delay a
trifle.
It does slacken the
more
than ever, and thus weakens them for
their next task.
Another remedy Is to take a strong
Cathartic, like Salts, Calomel, Jalap, Phosphate of Sodium, Aperient Water, or any
of these mixed.
What does the Cathartic do?
It merely flushes-ou- t
the Bowels with a
waste of Digestive Juice, set flowing into
the Intestines through the tiny suckers.
Bowel-Muscl-

Pittsburg
Pittsburg
Pittsburg

iijiuiim "IHIIP'J'

RANGERS

Assistant ForeRt Inspector M. L.
Erlckson, who will leave for Washington on ofllcial business next Friday, has compiled a summary of the
business transacted In connection
with the Jemez Forest reserve, during the past few months for the purpose of ascertaining what has been
done, and after completing the work
he Is convinced that the Jemez reserve is the busiest owned by, the
government.
During this year so far 510 applications have been received by Inspector
Erlckson for grazing permits on the
Jemez reserve ranges. Of these 295
were for cattle and' horses and 215
were for goats and sheep. It Is conservatively
1,500
estimated
that
horses, 4,500 cattle, 5,000 goats and
285,000 sheep are included In these
permits.
The greater part of the
sheep are being herded in districts
one, two, three and seven and are
distributed as follows: District No. 1,
in the Chama mountains, 63,500; District No. 2, In the vicinity of El Rito
and Vallecltos, 35.000; in District No.
3, in the Canjalnn mountains, 54,000,
and in District No. 7. in the Capulin
mountains, 39.000. According to the
rates charged and the estimated
amount of stock herded on the Jemez
reserve, the government will receive
fees amounting to $18,600 from the
applicants.
Over Two Billion Feet of Lumber.
Of even more importance to the
Jemez reserve is the timber Industry
A sale of 45,000,000 feet of timber
from which the government will realize approximately $100,000 has been
practically consummated.
Merchantable timber on the Jemez reserve Is
selling at from two to three dollars a
thousand and it is estimated that
there are approximately 2,260,000,000
feet.
By merchantable timber is meant
trees of sixteen inches or more in
diameter. Uefore cutting all trees are
marked and it Is necessary that the
company to which the timber has
been sold comply with tho specifications made by the division of forestry.
This is done in order to prevent the
supply from becoming
exhausted.
There are many trees under sixteen
inches in diameter, and in the course
of a few years another cutting can be
made. Inspector Erlckson states that
the timber possibilities of the reserve
Will be benefited as a result of the
cutting of the larger trees. After they
have been taken from the forests the
smaller trees will secure all the moisture and nourishment from the soli
which will assist them wonderfully in
their growth.
More Men to be Selected for Rangers.
There are at present ten rangers
employed on the Jemez reserve and
this number will be increased during
the season of forest fires, the new-meto be selected from eligibles who
will pass the civil service examination to be held in Santa Fe on May 10.
An examination will also be held on
May 14, at which time a new forest
supervisor will be selected.
During the absence of Assistant
Forest Inspector Erlckson, the business of the Jemez and Pecos reserves
will be in the charge of Forest Supervisor L. F. Knight.

At
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Philippa. Gibson and
Batteries
Garisch; Weimer and Phelps.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
4
1
2
But, the Digestive Juice we waste In
Brooklyn
2
3
8
doing this today is needed for tomorrow's
Kew York
Batteries Mclntyre and Bergen; natural Digestion. We cannot afford to
McGinnlty and Bresnahan.
lose It.
R. II. E.
At Philadelphia
That's why Cascarets are the only safe
1
Philadelphia
medicine for the bowels.
2
5
0
Boston
Batteries Ifeiffer and Needhain
Dugglesby and Dooln.
R. H. E. THE HISTORICAL
At Chicago
3
5
3
Chicago
SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
7
2
6
St. Louis
Batteries Pfeister, Wicker, Beebe,
and Moran; Puttman, McFarland and
The regular monthly meeting of the
Jrady.
Historical society was held Monday
afternoon in the rooms of the society
American League.
In the Palace, Santa Fe.
H.
E.
R.
At Detroit
As election of officers for the ensufi
1
3
0
Detroit
year was not held at tho regular
ing
4
13
5
Chicago
time,
this business was called up and
OwBatteries Mullen and Warner,
unanimously
the following officers
en and Sullivan.
elected:
R. H. E.
At St. Louifi
President, Hon. L. B. Prince; vice
1
3
5
St. Louis
president,
Hon. W. J. Mills; corres1
3
8
Cleveland
secretary, Miss llertha Staab,
ponding
Spencer, recording secretary, W. M. Merger;
and
Batteries Howell
Hess and Buelow.
treasurer, Colonel Max Frost ; curator
R. II. E. W. Henry Woodruff.
At Boston
4
10
0
New York
Reports submitted by the officers
1
5
3
Boston
showed
that the society was making
Batteries
Winter and Graham; more progress than ever before and
Hogg, Orth and Klelnow.
important improvements are expected
R. II. E. in the near future.
At Washington
7
Washington
2
5
E. G. Iittlejohn, of Galveston, sec3
8
2
Philadelphia
retary of the Texas Historical assoButteries
Falken and Haydon; ciation, nnd author of the "Texas
Dygert. Coaxley and Sehreck.
History Stones," was elected a corOffice Chief Quartermaster, Denver, responding member.
The Historical society has just reColorado, April 14, lftuti. Sealed proposals in triplicate will be received ceived a very Important addition to
here and at office of Quartermaster at its library, by the arrival of books
society by President
each post below named, until 11a. in., bought foi the
inMav 15, 19'i6. for furnishing Wood, Prince whin In New York. These
recent
most important
Fuel. Coal, Blacksmith's Coal. Char- clude the
works on the early history of the
coal. Corn, Oats. Bran, Hay and Straw, great
them are the folor Hay for bedding, required during lowing:west. Among
Discovery of the MisShea's
ending
year
30,
June
1907,
fiscal
the
Chittenden's
Free Trade;
at Fort Apache. Fort Huaehuca, and sissippi;
3 volumes;
Barracks,
Arizona; Fort Exploration, by Dr. Cones,
Whipple
Colorado; Fort Travels of Oarces. 2 volumes; FowTiOgan and Denver.
Journal; Journal of (lass; BradBayard and Fort Wingate, New Mex- ler's
ico, and Fort Douglas and Fort ford's American Antiquities: Mexico.
and Modern Chevalier; Ilranz
Duchesne, Vtah. Proposals for quan- Ancient
Mayer's Mexico, 2 volumes; The
tities less than the whole required, or Apache Country.
in
Brown;
for delivery at other points than those Northern Mexico. This Camping
library is
United gradually becoming very
named, wi'l be entertained.
esvaluable,
States reserves the right to accept or pecially for reference.
reject any or all bids or parts thereof.
Information furnished on application WILL RETURN TO
here or at offices of respective post
GALLUP FROM CALIFORNIA.
Envelopes to
be
quartermasti rs.
Mrs. W. A. Smith an! daughter,
marked, "Proposals for Fuel, Forage
"
Miss Myrtle, are expected to return
and Straw at
to Gallup from Hakersfleld, Cal., where
C. A. H. MK'Ari.EY. Chief Q. t.
they have been making their home for
ano'lier," the past few months.' They will again
"One good turn
remarked the cheerful gymnast, as he take up their rcMdence in Gallup.
soared over the line of elephants, and
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
he quickly chanavd it to a double
the news.
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want to send to our friends a beautiful

BONBON BOX,
Frenclwlesiimed.
It U a beauty for the
In colors.
dressing table. Ten cents In stamps is asked as a
measure of (rood faith and to cover costof Cascarets,
71 J
with which tHsZUnty trinket U Waded.
y,
mentioning this paper. Address
Send
Steriist Kemedy Company, Chicago or New York.
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SENSATIONAL ROMANCE

EDWARD.

KING
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Since the visit at Nogales of Inspector Ayres, of the treasury department,
and the examination of the affairs of
the local customs office, a sensational
story, involving an efficer in the customs service comes to light, nays the
Tombstone Prospector.
It appears that diamond smuggling
was several months ago susiected by
the truisnry department to be In progress at this point. A secret service
man was sent here to endeavor to
secure information regarding the matter, and. If possible, make arrests.
ills ellons Tor some weeks were
without success, though all the time
he had In view a heavily bearded man
whom he frequently saw about mid- night on the Mexican side, but was
never able to get a glimpse of on this
side.
The detective finally succeeded in
nabbing the bearded man just as he
stepped across the line.
The heard
came off, and the startled detective
found himself face to face with a customs official. The officer succeede in
fully dissipat Ing the diamond smuggling story, but in doing
was
obliged to dia:!oc u house on the
Mexican side of the line where he
hail fitted up a harem after the approved Turkish
In the place
were three Mexican women, conducting the house they allege,) to l.n the
home of the officer. Tin- - whereabouts
of the latter at this time Is unknown.

lianient in February. He drove from
Buckingham palace to the house of
lords, a distance of about one and
one-ha- lf
miles, had his state robes
put on, read a speech of about 1,000
words and then returned to the palace.
The program was not an arduous
one. but Edward
was greatly fa- tigued before the close
his voice
grew husky half-wa- y
through
his
speech, and he was almost a limp rag
on the drive back to his London residence.

day of his life, by living as abstemiously as any other sick man.
Only a few weeks ago Dr. Ott, who1
attends Edward during his periodic'
8Ummer
visits to Marlenbad. was
summoned to Windsor for a consultation with the home doctors. Dr. Ott
a considerable time at
remained
Windsor studying tho changes in Edward's condition that have occurred
SIR FREDERICK TREVES.
since last summer.
Dr. Ott would not have come to
Famous Surgeon Constantly In At- England unless something serious
tendance on the King.
was the matter.
( f
alcohol und tobacco he can conKing Edward's knee In ili'!nir Mm
sume. He has been compelled to give
considerable
Ho broke the
up the belief, which he held until kneecap whentrouble.
he was prince of Wales
very recently, that If he spent six eignt years ago,
and it did not heal
weeks every year at Marlenbad, takproperly.
ing the water cure, he could do as he
Aging,
Aging.
pleasr-the rest of the time. He Is
Tho king's hair and beard that have
now compelled to take the cure every been gray
for a long time are now

his mothe r's father and brother weTe
Koth Raptist ministers In Texas, and
WITH HER SON thai hi.-- - uncle's name was Ray. The
niinl.-tt-Rev. Nickelson, sent a letter oi inipiiry, wilh the happy result
MOTHER, WHO MOURNED
HER of finding his relatives, Including his
SON
AS
DEAD.
CALLED
IN mother, whom he had been told was
lie Id.
WHEN HE WAS SICK.
'I Inpresence of his mother In the
i.
had a marvelous effect tin
Mrs. S. E. pi
y returned
to
J
nitt man's, condition, and he
her home in Alan
I" from Haskell, tl
m improve at once, and In a
Texas, last Mom
accompanied by In
was able to accompany his
i:
her son, Juiison
lit. whom until I.
l.i
to be new found home at
several wet lis a:
e had supposed
:o.
His chances for
dead for the I"
oiirteen years, Al :i
are said to be excel- ii,l.- bed in the Ala- The story was
v
m gordo Adei
T lit
week and is as
I'
as
related iT, a
Makes Life Miserable.
novel of in,, m
initiative author. Rheumatism
A happy home is the most valuable
' a man
Young Wright
about possession that Is within the reach
-- 7
years of age, an was heartlessly
of mankind, but you cannot enjoy Its
''
taken from his im
the father
you are suffering from
ling when he cotnfor's if
alter a misumler
You throw aside
busi-- n
wao but three vim
of age. a dili-.v- rheumatism.
e
care when you enter your home
gent search for '.:
prosecuted
MERCHANT TAILORING
and you can be relieved from those
by the mother
he assistance of rheumatic pains also by applying
her
ruber
relatives
for
years,
of
('ham h Iain's Pain Palm. One apUPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST At
last the la' i.
relatives,
O.
AVENUE,
RAILROAD
BAMplication will give you relief and its
ien'ly
t
to
re-stou
to
it. ue. I iw for a short time will
eiNi, proprietom.
coin
v r the cii!,l.
letter
the In ins- aiioni a permanent cure. Kor
,
My mercnact tailoring (mop !n u;
()
a' her nn was sale by all druggists.
r believed, and
stairs ovpt No. 2'i! West Railroad ave- 'lead. This tin- m.
nue, where I solicit tt;e patronago of gave up tii,,
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turning silvery, and his face Is coming to have a drawn expression. His
eyes are heavy, and are growing dull,
while thick pouches and deep lines
are becoming visible under them.
The chief factors in the possibility
that Edward will live for a few years
longer are his absolute disregard ot
worry and trouble, and his courage.
This latter characteristic be showed
when several years ago Sipido, the anarchist, tried to assassinate him at
Brussels. One shot had been fired,
point black, which missed the king,
and Sipido was about to shoot again,
when Edward, not flinching an Inch,
exclaimed compassionately:
"You poor fool!
You poor fool!"
However, there are some Ills that
all the courage In the world cannot
cure, though it may prolong life for
a short time.

Southwestern railway at Duran, Just;
north of Torrance, Torrance county,
The petition sets out that the plaintiff was caught in a wreck of the de- fendant company at Duran, that tho
cur in which he was riding as a pas- senger roiled down an enbanUment
land the plaintiff was rendered a crip- - Evening Citizen
Readers Can Learn
pie for life as tho result of Injuries!
Something of Value From This.
(received and that tho Injuries will
permanently debar the plaintiff from
Such a thing as a weakling Is'uard- persuing his occupation us a railroad
engineer.
ly knowu in Japan.'
The wonderful
endurance of the Japanese soldiers
Proposals.
Sealed proposals will be received and sailors in the recent war has
up to noon of Saturday, April 21, lyoG, been the marvel of all nations. Ikth
for the erection of a dormitory at; men
the University of New Mexico. Plans strong.and women are well, happy and
and specifications can be seen and
The reas.m for this, so careful Inbids will be received tit the office of E. vestigators
tell us. Is that the JapI). Christy, Room '11, N. T. Armijo
anese from childhiHd up know how
building, Albuquerque, N. M.
to keep well through care of the diAll bids must bo marked on the gestive
system. If they "nave trouble
outside of enevlope, "Proposals for with indigestion,
Election of Dormitory,," and each bid the stomach, loss heart burn, wind ons,
of appetite,
must be accompanied by a certified
head aches, rheumatic par.
check for one hundred and fifty dollars, payable to tho treasurer of the bach uclus, or any ot the otli
troubles caused by a weak stomac
board of regents, as evidence of good troy
treut themselves with some 0,
faith, the samo to bo forfeited in case
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a stomach remedy that nas
Into contract and necessary bond in
already a large sale In Albuquerque
accordance with the specifications.
The board of regents reserves the at J. H. O Rieily & Co's.
So uniformly successful has
the
right to rej.-eany or all bids.
remedy been in curing all stomach
J. H. WROTH,
troubles,
where It is used In accordSecretary.
ance with the simple directions given,
Chamberlain's Salve Is good for with each box, that J. H. ORieily &
any disease of the skin. It allays tne Co. give a signed guarantee with every fifty cent package, to refund the)
inItching and burning sensation
money If Ml
stantly. For sale by all druggists.
falls to benefit.
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reports were
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time
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government
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report
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the Vnited States the tees. The report shows that the
no division of the water; and, therefore. Injustice from are templates offering for sale to
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point of other hand
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for knowledge and
ore of remarkable grade, and for the Attorney A. U. McMillen, where they
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present last evening.
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last even
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"Scotty, King of the Desert Mine,"
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valley, to which the ditches cannot be made applicable.
around Walter Scott, and staged with
ThP politicians of Milwaukee are much disturbed magnificent sets of special, scenery.
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was one of the best melodramas that
are thus situated.
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PLIGHT THEIR LOVE

FOR PRINCESS
POCAHONTAS

At

the Prettily Flowered Altar
of St. John's Episcopal

Back

RALPH

to America.
YOUNG

INDIAN GIRL

Remembered

WALTON

HUNT-JEANFTT- E

One. , of the prettiest. weddings im- ..
ag name
occiiueii i ihm uim, n i fc'.ll.&
o'clock, when Rev. A. G. Harrison,
rector of . John's Episcopal church,
bonds of wedlock.
Joined in the
.

JO

S--

BE

Ralph

Hunt, lornierly of this city,

bu; now of El Paso, to Miss Jeanette
Walton, daughter of Mr. and .Mrs. W.

in All Subse-

THINKS

Walton.
The church was beautifully decoraquent Ages of Our
ted with Easter flowers, and the
pretty edifice vvas crowded with adCountry's History.
miring friends of the young couple,
when tlie ushers marched down the
aisle from the fiont door to the altar,
Norfolk, Va.. April 18 The mem- where they met the bridesmaids, and
orial committee of the Pocahontas with the latter marched back to the
Association, which has in charge the entrance, where they met the pros
erection of a tomb or cenotaph for pective groom and br:de, and escort
Pocahontas at the Jamestown Expo- ing them to tlie altar.
The marching was beautiful, and
sition, it is understood, are striving
soon thereafter, to impressive words
to secure the former.
Several influential Americans have said by Rev. Harrison, Ralph Hunt
been writing to England recently with and Miss Jeanette Walton were made
the view ot having the remains of husband and wife.
The bride was charming in a gown
Powhatan s fnnious daughter brought
hack to her native land. It will be of white peau de soie, court train,
renumbered that the Indian Princess Princess, with empire fall of white
became 111 shortly after the vessel chiffon cloth, trimmed with Duchesse
which was to bring her home had left lace and appliqued silk motifs. The
Gravesend, and so ill did she become motifs on bodice were held by strings
that the ship put back.
of pearls, and a Bhower of "Llllies of
alley ' fell from a white satin
Pocahontas had been the toast of all the
had been covered prayer book with pearl and
.England; entertainments
planned in her honor and medals gold cross, which the bride also car
A cluster of "Llllies of the
struck off commemorating her visit to ried.
court. She occupied in the English Valley" added to the beautiful tulle
eye the position of a barbaric princess veil she wore.
Her only ornament
whose father was emperor of an un was a pearl and diamond heart pendbounded area, and the captain having ant, the gift of the groom.
charge of the vessel which bore her
Mrs. W. H. Springer, matron oi
was afraid to risk her precious life honor and sister of the bride, was
Hardly
dls
seas.
had
she
gowned in a Princess of lilac chifin the high
embarked when her Illness became fon, and crepe de chine, and she car
very serious and within a few hours ried a muff of violets, and wore a piche died. She was buried In the little ture hat to match. Gravesend church, beneath the chan
Miss .Mabel Hunt, the best maid to
cel. The building was burned some the bride, and sister of the groom
years ago, but the vaults were not wore a flowered tissue over pale yel
disturbed, therefore It is possible to low, with flower hat and smilax, and
disinter the remains of Pocahontas, flower muff.
ar. dit is unlikely that serious oppoMisa Sarah Vaile, of Fort Smith,
sition will develop in England.
Ark., cousin of the bride-- and first
Whether the remains of Pocahontas bridesmaid, wore a flowered tissue
will lie beneath the memorial or not, over palo green, with hat of flowers
the cap piece or statue which will sur and smilax muff.
mount tlie granite base will possess
Miss Ann Becker of Helen, N. M., a
a value high in the estimate of his- bridesmaid, wore a flowered tissue
tory lovers; since the bronze for the over pale blue, with hat to match
statue will be case from the old can- and smilax muif.
nons used during the Revolutionary
Miss E.stella Lewinson, a brides
War and the colonial periods. Has maid, wore, a flowered tissue over
reliefs will show Pocahontas saving pink, with flower hat and smilax
the life of Captain John Smith; a rep muff.
lica of the medal specially coined in
1 lie
grandmother of the bride, a
her honor by King James I, a repre most lovable old lady, who
came on
sentation of the Indian princess bear from Fort Smith, Ark., to attend the
ing corn to the colonists, and the marriage, was present at the church,
fourth will bo her marriage to John and was gowned in black Duchesse
Rolfe.
satin, trimmed in real point lace.
It has been suggested that the statue
best man to the groom was M.
represent the princess in her garb of R. The
Summers, and the ushers were Dr.
skins, holding out a welcoming hand E. J. Alger, George Thomas, Herbert
toward Hampton Roads, an allegorical Urcoks and Arthur Shaw.
design which needs little discernment
Immediately
the ceremony', the
to translate, for alone among the In happy couple, auer
the bridal party
dians, Pocthontas displayed a spirit of and immediatewith families.
entered
hospitality toward the whites, and as hacks and were driven to the
resi
Smith says: "Next to God was most dence of .Mr. and Mrs. Walton,
conic.
instrumental in saving the colony
street and Tijeras avenue,
The committees in the various of Sixth
a reception was held, and a de
states which are collecting funds for where
lunch served.
the memorial, report gratifying pro- licious
It is understood that Mr. and Mrs,
gress, and this
heroine Hunt took
No. 7 passenger train
of the seventeenth century is now eer- - last night the
for southern
California.
tal nto have a ' memorial to her fame They will be
"at home" in El Paso
and virtues.
It might have amused the stern and on and alter May 15.
battle scarred John Smith and Chris
topher Newport to go through a cor- - ANTONIO APACHE
nation scent with Powhatan as the
recipient of a crown, a serious and
AND "SCOTTT
solemn joke perpetrated by the wisest
fool in Christendom, who commanded WERE
LOOKING
FOR
EACH
that the Indian should be proclaimed
OTHER. LAST . NIGHT. , WITH
solemnly Emepror of Virgina. This
might have been amusing, but Smith ..TOMAHAWK AND GUN.
certainly, and perhaps Newport, would
Antonio Apache, the Indian, who
have lovingly placed upon the brow of
Pocahontas laurels of gold or precious among other tilings, sprang into the
stones. She has been a long time limelight lor a brief while,, on ac- without any tribute, but is not des- ceiunt of a listic encounter with
tined to remain unrecognized longer. Walter Scott, the Death Valley miner.
The approaching Jamestown Ter who was seen here last evening, as
centennial affords an ideal opportun the star character in "Scotty, King
ity for this glorification of Pocahontas of the Valley Mine," at which time
since Jamestown might have been im the newspaper reports had it that
possible without her aid, and It is very "Scotty" threw the Indian out of a
appropriate that the wholo country prominent Los Angeles hotel, arrived
should take an interest in the memo- in the city from the west, last even
rial, because if Jamestown had not ing, and upon "Scotty's" learning of
been preserved, the United States Apache s presence in the city, it is
might never have been.
stated that it took the combined ef
forts of "Scotty's" manager and other
members of the company to prevent
him staying over in Albuquerque for
the express purpose of having the
pleasure (?i of meeting Antonio
Apache.
However, he was prevailed upon to
accompany tlie company to
Ve
gas, where tliey will show tonight.
Antonio Apache, who has long been
"Learn anything new alviut citv life;
with the Harvey system
Sam?" they asked liim em his return connected
for some time, as one of its Indian at
from his visit to the city .
arrangeles, I learned one Ihnm, lie re tractions, is now inak:ng
plied. "They don't i at pie with a ments for a permanent Julian exhibit
in Los Angeles.
knife in town."
"Gee whiz, ain't town people got
MORTUARY
over cat in' pie i:i their hands?"
V.

HE
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Most Anything

Now

we

why

Gladstone
lWie never Kiss d a woman. Tlie
old man attended to tli.it kind . f work.
"Henry, you made a srear mistake
in not trying your si.ill in literature,"
said, when h,. had finished ex
plaining.
"Thank you. my dear," s:iid Henry
"hut what has pui thai iiK-into your
head

know

?

"Why. y u know there is a great
demand for short stoiii-sand ctriaiu
iy you s in to have a good supply.'
,

"Peroxide blonds aren't bo com
mon now as they weie a few years
ago."
"PssiUy not, but I think most people consider them just about as common.
land of a cruThere's talk in
sade against soap, but the health officer there is opposed to it. Wise
man. Ho knows it unnece.-sar"So Easyton married that
Ch-v-

y.

soiir-fai-- e

r

ain

old

M;--

LEAVES

A

FOR

NOTE

s

Nasher?"
"Yes, married last week."
"'Ho used to go around boasting that
he wouldn't, marry the best woman in
tlie world.''
"Well, he kept his word."

"It's a great misfortune to be a son
of a rich man."
"Yes. A fellow has to read so many
unpleasant things about his fpther."

AMBASSADOR

i

For the youthful heir, in original
and novel designs, are among tho
lately arrived goods. Wo have them

V

J' I

..Prettily Upholstered..

Mis. W. R Johnson, residing at No.
HazehUne avenue, called at The
Citizen office, tills morning, and stated
that she has reasons to believe that
her husband has not only left her, but
also the city, for good, and, coiitln-- '
ulng her talk, Mrs. Johnson said: j
"Yes, he drew all the money due "nlru
' X
from the railway company, but failed!
to pay any of his debts before leaving
the city.
He kept me practically
penniless, as 1 have only $l..Vi for my!
living.
When Mr. Johnson came here about
five months ago from Pueblo. Colo.,
to accept the position of general foreman in the local Santa Fe yards, he
was a representative in the lower
house of the Colorado legislature. HeK
told his wife a few days ago that
Governor McDonald "had called an extra session of the Colorado legislaVISCOUNT AOKI AND HIS WIFE.
ture, and he would attend, leaving this
Viscount- Suzo Aokl, who is to be
morning for Denver.
Japan's first ambassador to-- the UniMrs. Johnson says he went home
States, accompanied by his Ger
with her last night about 8 oclocif. ted
wife, is on the Pacific bound o
after each had taken a couple of man
glasses of beer, and they retired, she the United States. He will take up
duties at Washington on the
going to sleeiJ almost instantly. She ills
lay or May.
lhe viscount was
on awakening
was surprised,
this nrst
formerly minister of foreign affairs,
morning, to find that
husband had and
while he was repre'seivta'iveof the
got up durinj; the nig'nt, without her
in Germany he met the vis
knowledge, and. on further invesiga-tto- mikado
countess, who was a member of the
that he ha.l taken the delayed German
rryalty.
No. 8 passenger train last night, not
Mrs.
for Denver, but for Chicago.
Why Editors are Wealthy.
Johnson also found a note on the
child is born in the neighborhood
kitchen table, evidently Intended for theA attending
The
her, reading as follows: "I have gone editor gives physician gets fl'byoung
the loud mouthed
to California. W. J. R," and near
ster and the happy parents a f end- the note was a pass for her from Al- off
and gets $0. When It Is christen
buquerque to Kansas City. For fear
the minister gets $10, the editor
that her husband failed to catch the ed
gets $00. It grows up and marries
No. 8, last night, Mrs. Johnson came
up town, and watched the Nos. 10 and The editor publishes another long
2, north bound, this
morning, but winded article, and tells a dozen lies
hubby did not put in an appearance, about the "beautiful and accomplish
bride," the minister gets $10 and
however. She is convinced that he ed
a piece of cake and the editor gets
took the No. 8 last night, skipping $ouo.
In the course of time It dies,
out without first paying his just
doctor gets from $50 to $100, the
debts and leaving her money to live The
undertaker gets from $100 to $200, the
on.
publishes notice of the death
editor
Mrs. Johnson states tha' bIir was
and an obituary two columns long,
married to Mr. Johnson in Pueblo, lodge
and society resolutions, a lot of
about four years ago; that pho was
and a free card of thanks and
then Miss Myrtle Smith, and that her poetry
gets
$0(100. No wonder go many ed
people now reside in Red Oaks, la.
get
rich.
It is learned that Arthur Keith has itors
succeeded Johnson as general foreThe Choral Society of the Highland
man in trie local yards.
Methodist church will give an ice
cream social, Friday evening, at the
homo cf Mrs. Wi. L. C.arriott, 612 East
DECIDED INCREASE IN
Coal avenue. Everybody is cordially
P0ST0FFICE RECEIPTS invited to be present.

v

with

CATTLE CONDITIONS BETTER
THAN IN TWENTY YEARS
SO CAYS W. H. SANDERS IN TALK
OF CONDITIONS
IN
SOCORRO
COUNTY.
"I have lived in New Mexico twen
o
years and in all that time I

p,

MASONS

EXTEND C0ND0LANCE

The following telegram of condolence was sent to San Francisco
Masons suffering from the results of
the earthquake, by members of Albu
querque lodge:
Ballut Abyad Temple, Albuquerque.
April IS. l'Jiiti.

modern

improvements,

device.
OUR

PRICES ARE
LOWEST.

THE

Mlhert
Railroad Ave.,

I

Albuquerque, It.

M.

..BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..
Are the pride of the home nd the charm of the city. We
hare the kind
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and green.

hr

have never seen stock conditions bet
ter than they are this spring. Stock
of all kinds are fat. New gracs Is
coming out fine and water is plenti
ful."
This is a summary of the conditions In Socorro county as far as
stock raisers are concerned, as given
by W. H. Sanders, of Sanders & Son,
of the La Jenzla ranch, twelve miles
northeast of Magdalena. Mr. Sanders is In the city spending the day
with Chadwlck Rrothers, stock commission merchants of Gold avenue.
Mr. Sanders has turned his business
over to his son and la now preparing
to move to Santa Monica, Cal., where
he is going to buy a home. Twenty
years on the round-uhe says, has
been enough for him and now he is
going to enjoy the fruits of his labors.

all

rubber tired and patent back

i

George Filmar, Potentate Islm Temple, San Francisco. Cal.
ROOMING
HOUSE
FOR
RENT
HOPKINS RECEIVES
Account of disaster received. Ral-lu- t POSTMASTER
TABULATING
MACHINE
THE AND FURNITURE OF SAME FOF
Abyad extends condolence. We
SALE.
FINE LOCATION;
GREAT
BOXES
TO BE
offer assistance, if needed.
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S
CITY.
PLATTING
JOHN DURllADAILE.
SONS.
Potentate.
Albuquerque's
postofflce receipts
for the fiscal year ending March ill, tKtL HU
XI A hr IIN,
NrHINliN
l'Jiii;. amounted iu round figures to
MANY ALBUQUhRQUEANS
Carries
the
TJnitei!
States
mall;
In$311,310, which is a substantial
IN THE STRICKEN CITY crease over the receipts of 11)05, and only line with a change of stock en
good
route;
rigs,
horses
and driven;
that year was a decided increase over rig leaves Albuquerque every
Monday
From early morning, when the dis- the. preceding year.
Wednesday
Friday
5 a. m. Fot
at
and
In
ladj the postofflce receipts
patches telling of the awful earthparticulars, anuress w. L.. lrimoie
quake at San Francisco began to ar- amounted to $32,141, thus making the Co..
agents, Albuquerque. N. M.. or J
rive, until press time, the sidewalk increase for 1'JoO $ 1,175, or 13 per
umta, rroprienor, rerea. in. .m.
in front of The Evening Citizen of- cent. Owing to this increase the postal authorities have allowed Postmasfice was crowded with anxious readA Cl'.lzen want
get the busl ers, perusing the bulletins,, many cf ter Hopkins a tabulating machine to ness. Try one. ad will
whom had relatives, loved ones and facilitate the money order business.
A contract has been let to C. A.
friends in the Golden Gate City.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
It is estimated,
from the best Hudson of this city, for the painting
knowledge obtainable, that over fifty of the street mail boxes. The boxes LIVERT, SALE FEED AND TRANS
Albuquerqueans were in San Fran- will be painted green, the standard
FER STABLES
cisco last evening, most of them reg- color for mail boxes.
Hopkins
platbusy
Postmaster
is
Horses and Mules bought and existered at the different hotels. The
parents of the wife of Attorney O. N. ting the city and rearranging the
changeu
of
routes
local
carriers, made
the
Marron, who reside at Herkeley, have mail
BEST
IN THE CITT
TURNOUTS
necessary
by
of
the addition
another
not been lieard from, and Dr. Wroth,
whose family is visiting in San Fran- carrier.
Second street, between Railroad and
cisco, has been unable to hear from
Copper avenues.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira 1). Cassidy of Denthem. The telegraph offices here
have been crowded all nay by Albu- ver will sing "The Harp "and the
querqueans who have relatives in the Winde," In their usually attractive
stricken city, sending telegrams and manner. Come ami hear them. St.
Mary's hall, tonight.
0. W. Strong's Sons
awaiting answers.
It will be impossible for personal 'Full many a springo plienoin of puz
telegrams to be handled by the tele-graSTRONG BLOCK.
zling curve
companies before 1 or 8 o'clock.
The captains of a score of ball
teams boast;
VERY PATHETIC STORY
COMES FROM TUCSON. Alas, they're doomed to blow up in a
month
Six weeks ago an Innocent looking
Or two and Join tlie great, exploded
young woman arrived in Tucson, says
host.
the Citizen. She came here from Full many a swatter of the first deSuperintendents
Falrvlew
Los Angeles. On her deathbed at St.
and
gree
Mary's hospital she told her life story.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Ts banging now the horse-hidfair
It brought tears to the eyes of tlie
and square,
MONUMENTS
good Bisters, who hear many
Rut when tho struggle for the flag
tales and see much suffering.
is on
201 211 N. Second St.. Both Phonfa.
The young woman asserted that, she
Will waste his strength by beating
had sought in vain for work at every
up the air.
place she could find and claimed, with
her dying breath that necessity forced
If hije Dowle n a 'ly wished anyher into a life of shame a short life body to believe lie had $10.0iX,tMii lie
in which death is welcomed.
She should have stayed in Mexico.
claimed to tlie sisters nt the hospital
that she bad never before strayed
"i 11
bound are a valuaWILLING HELPERS.
from the path. She doclined on her
ble
additi.n to anv liWhat's the use of a helper, if 4
deathbed to see her associates in the
brary.
he isn't willing? Willingness is
bouse of prostitution in which she
an ample mantle which will al- - 4
was but two weeks until she was
We ciri bind them In
most cover all tho sins of serv- stricken with the fatal illness. She
ai.y s' j lo desired.
ice. Hut a classified advertise- said her family were prominent in
ment In The Evening Citizen Is a 4
Ogden, Utah.
Pilci s will suit
Her story was true,
our
willing helper thru is not only 4
!:, toe.
and a telgram came from her brother
:.oc!:i
'
:.!, but also is 4
absolutely rum;
to the H!ks lodge here, directing that
Walter A. Fisher.
a willing worker, it works ail
Walti r A. Fisher, aged lil, di.-.- this lite remains lie sent to Ogden. The
the time for you. It is the best
5 M.S.
morning at 2 o'clock, from lubcreii-lo.-i- brother is a prominent nil; in Ogden
and most ecouomicnl publicity In
nt his apartments
en West and a city official there.
If 7
O K
the world.
S
Railroad avenue. Deceased, with his
6
HERO
OF
MEXICAN
WAR
Miss
sister.
Grace F:!ier, came to
DEAD AT ARTESIA.
Albuq'lei qui. from Leavenworth. Kan.,
Tin fe died at the Inline .f
win re bis lather. George A. Fibhtr,
n
par- - of Arte-ia- '
proprietor of the Leavenworth ma- l"ii.--- k iti the
chine shops, his mother, anil four Wednesday, an old gentleman whose
brothers and sisters reside, in Jan- memory It should be a pit asuie fori
uary, for his health.
The remains every patriot to honor, s:tys the Ad-- '
TO- His name was fleorge 1".
were taken to Strong's undertaking vi ate.
Itad,
had
he
and
parlors, preparatory to shipping to
made his hoiei
with Mr. Frisk lor the oa-I. avenworih, tonight.
twenty-- !
e i li t year.-- ,
although no relative of
the family. The interment ti o place
SALOONKEEPERS WIN OUT
n
Tliursiinv
AT SUNNYSIDE, N. M. at the city cemetery
morning. Rev. J. ('. Cage conduct in.'
An intere sting cas,. lias been on at he ceremonies.
A party of Masons
receive tho
care of one
firm,
Sunnyside. Guadalupe county, about accompanied t!i remaii.s
their
forty-tivwhom
of
of
miles from Santa Rosa, on last res' ing place. Mr. Readto was
tile new Helen out off. On the Mh of member of the First Pennsylvaniaa
experience.
March Judge Mann granted an In
Scot'
junction on illation of District At Infantry thai w ntwaswith Con. Rain-hen ti.e attack
made
'
117
torney M. C. Meechini again:-- ! the Vera
Cni.. on March 1!7. 1M7. an i
eight saloons
business in Sun- was the recipient later of a liand.-oii.- e
nyside. Tlie ground was thai tlir-- medal
made from the metal of can
toun was within the prohibited three nons captured
on that no asio:;, with
mile limit of a grading camp and had
his name ( specially engraved ilium i"
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works ,
not Mo population. Tlie case was tried
pris
weie cap-on its merits a Santa Rosa last Five thousand
1;
proprietor
we, k, the sal on men being repre- tured in the battle ami five hindp
cannon. Mr. Read was up and alio;:
iron and Bra's Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; ihaftJan.
sented by Judge Wharton, of Alamos until the l.i.-- t week or two, w lien
Pulleys, Grade Uatb, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron Front for
gordo, and Attorney Wright of Santa general
Buildings.
breakdown tool; place, he
Rosa.
Tht' territory was
ing ight
years of age.
Ropmlrt on Mining and Mill Machinery a tpoclalty
by 'tie distiict attorney's office. The
Foundry east tdJe ot railroad track.
Albag.aero.ae, A.
saloon men proved more than Hn)
and
fc'ft
Subscribe for The Citizen
population, and the territory did n.t the news.
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18 GOLD

50c and ud
ski.
i,n
12c

..n

.
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ti Kn

conP'ete line of Nozzles,
Sprinklers and Hose Menders.
OFFICIAL GARBAGE CANS...
Delivered to any part of city.

MASTERS

J. W.

AVENUE

9K

Shovels
Rakes
Rubber Hose
cotton Hose
Lawn Settees
A

lY'S'ZJF
tgJ

Ay

1

Z?$m

1

Hoea

Colo.,

B.68

Phone

HOME SUPPLY COMPANY
WOULDN'T

IT

TICKLE

YOU?

to get practically

double value for
your money in cigar buying? Yes, of
course. That's Just about the opportunity we offer when we present to
the public the White Lily Cigar for 5
cents the one, $2.00 for a box of fifty.
Reason is that we make and sell s
many that we can afford to trade on
a small margin of profit for the individual cigar.
.. .

A.

J.

RICHARDS

113Ja WEST

RAILROAD

V
m mm

A

0 JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r;

T

V

Finest Whiskies

t

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

mmm M M

Ke m

"

1

1 U

West

KailrOad

AVENUi.

SAMPLE AND 0

AVCHOe

CLUB ROOMS

d

.
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THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING,
Is the most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper floor.
There is no difficulty about this If
Empress flour la chosen. It 1 so
good and makes such sweet, white

-

and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. Thebet
bread makers use It for that Tery
reason.

M. BERGER,
W

holeeale Agent,

114 West Copper Ave.

I
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UNDERTAKERS

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB
OLD

herirt-rendl-

AUSTRIAN

ii

The Williams Drug Co.

t.

will

e

both

--

No.

personal
are druggists
years'

of the
many

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

-

;

ni-r-
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.GUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
The Telephone
orders
extra supplies.
HUSBAND DETAINED?
Ho can Telephone.

Use the Telephone.
YOU NEED

117 Gold Avenue

l. iiwujL,

TOO TIRED TO CO?

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted

'

i

iil-l.- 1
Shop by Telephone.

lilXDEK

fii-o- i

we.-ter-

BUILD

CHINA

GO. ,

STORMING?

Lithgow&Co.

i:o

&

BORRADAILE

1

s,

CATHEDRAL

Furniture and Crockery

MAGAZINES I

l

lepn-sente-

Carriages

ami

Go-Ca- rts

HtR

Is

joxcojoaooi:ooooooo

AP

2u'.

,

long-neglect-

FIRST

picions That the Lord of
Household Skipped.

n

N. M

HUBBY

fAGE FIVE.

i

1

Mrs. W. B. Johnson Has Sus-

PHOENIX FOR
THE CATTLE RANGES
Waller Welden of Philadelphia, who
has been spending the winter In
Phoenix, left on this morning's train
for Ycrmejo, N. M., where he will
have charge of the horse range of
the Adams Cattle company, says the
Phoenix Republican. During his residence here, Mr. Welden has been employed at the stock farm of .1. C.
Adams.
He secured his new employment through the recommendation of
friends made since he came here. One
of his friends who hopes to profit by
his going is Hill McFarland who
claims to lie the best stage driver
Raffia's Hay and Cape Horn.
Hi!! has gent a message to tlie Adams
Cattle company saying that he will
come and drive stage for them If they
haev any stages and have enough
money to employ first class talent.
He don't care how high the wages are
but they must not be too low. He
don't care anything about the money.
but he refuses to compromise the
profession.

ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

HAS DESERTED!

LEAVES

Church Last Night.

Plan Proposed to Bring
Remains

prove that tliere was a grading camp
with
more thnn twenty-fivmen
within the three-mil- e
limit. Judge
.Mann therefore dissolved the injunction, and In doing fo scored the saloon men roundly. It is needless to
say that the booze Is again flowing
freely a! the little hamlet r

POPULAR COUPLE

TOMB WANTED

Her

EVENING

ALBUQUEKQUE

18, 1906.

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

X

000KC00000 000K00
RAMSAY'S TEACHERS' AND
STENOGRAPHERS' AGENCY
With Woman's Exchange.
Positions secured for competent
teachers, hteuoKruliers, bookkeepers and oliice help generally.
School hoards and others desiring
Withers, etc., should correspond
with ub. Have a good list registered.

Ramsay's Typewritorium

Grand Central Hotel

miiter, flue kit!

;::;

Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
All kinds of second-hantype-

writers bought, K'lld, rented, repaired, exchanged and rebuilt.
Agents for Underwood Typewriters. Always a good fctock on
hand from which to choose. Typewriter Itibboiis a specialty.
O. 8. HAM SAY, Mgr.

Large, Airy Rooms. Prces Very
sonable.
MRS. OWEN

Rea-

DINSDALE,
Proprietor,

'

,wsr;ir

page six.

THE NEW SYRUP
Tovsle's Log Cabin
Pen qgIi e Syrup

FROM THE "LAST
DAYS OF POMPEII"

oooooooooc

momo9omomooomooo them '.complicated

machinery of social life
description of
self-firImrlal of the city of rompell In the was left sine the primal law of
century ly a cloud of Hshes, is preservation!
In parts where the ashes lay uy
.r thn n'nrtt nlxno ..f word naint- nn
The and uncommixed with the boiling tor- -language.
ing In tho English
Days of Pompeii" was written rente, east upward from the mounsur- The following are tain at capricious Intervals, uthe
hv him In 1834.
leprous
presented
earth
face
the
of
from
pnraurnphs
tho most striking
M'"J ghastly white. In other places
that description.)
tinier and rock lay matted In heaps,
The cloud which had scattered so from beneath which emerged the
limbs of some crushed and
deep a mirkiness over the day had- half-hi- d
now settled In a solid and tmpeii- mangled fugitive. The groans of the
trable mass. It resembled less even dying were broken by wild shreiks of
the thickest gloom of a night In the women's terror now near, now dis- open alr than the close ana minu taut.
(inrknesR of some narrow room
Sudden v tho nlueo became lighted
nnd lurid g.ow.
In proportion as the blackness gath- with an intense
Bright and gigantic through the
ered did the lightnings around
Increase in their vivid scorch- darkness which closed around It like
the walls of hell, tho mountain shone
ing glare.
a pile of fire! Its summit seemed
Nor was their horrible beauty con-- i
fined to the usual hues of fire; no riven In two; or rather, above Its
rainbow ever rivaled their varying surface there seemed to rlso two
Now brightly monster
shapes, each confronting
and prodigal dyes.
blue as the most azure depths of a each, as demons contending for a
southern sky now of a livid and world.
But suddenly a duller shake fell
snakelike green, darting restlessly
to and fro as the folds of an enor- over the aid. Heboid! One of the
mous serpent now of a lurid and two gigantic crests, Into which the
intolerable crimson, pushing forth summit had been divided, rocked and
through the columns of fire, far and wavered to and fro; and then, with a
wide, and lighting up the whole city sound, tho mightiness of which no
from arch to arch then suddenly dy- language can describe, it fell from Its
ing into a sickly paleness, like the burning base and rushed, an awful
ghost of their own life.
avalanche of fire, down the sides of
At the same Instant
In the pauses of the showers you the mountain!
heard the rumblings of the earth be- gushed forth a volume of blackened
neath, and the groaning waves of the smoke rolling on over air. sea and
tortured sea; or lower still, and aud- earth.
Another and another and unother
ible but to the watch of intensest
fear, the grinding and hissing mur- shower of ashes far more profuse
mur of the escaping gases through than before, scattered fresh desola
the chasms of the distant mountain. tion uioiiz the streets. Darkness once
The ashes in many places were al- more wrapped them us In a veil.
ready knee deep; and the boiling,
softly, beautifully
And meekly,
steaming breath of the volcano forced
their way Into the houses; bearing dawned at last the light over the
were
with them a strong and suffocating trembling deep! the winds
vapor. In some places immense frag- sinking into rest the foam died
ments of rock, hurled upon the house from the growing azure of that de
roofs, bore down along the streets licious sea. Around the east, thin
masses of confused ruin, which yet mists caught gradually the rosy hues
Light
more and more, every hour, ob- that heralded tho morning.
was about to resume Its reign. Yet,
structed the way.
enfugitives
Frequently, parties of
still dark and massive in the distance,
countered each other, some hurrying lay the broken fragments of the dered
toward the sea, others flying from stroying cloud, from which
the sea back to the land; for the streaks, burning dlmller and more
ocean had retreated rapidly from tho dim, betrayed the yet rolling fires of
shore an utter darkness lay over It. the mountain of
the "Scorched
The whole elements of clvilzatlon Fields." The white walls and gleamby
ing columns that had adorned the
were broken up. Ever and anon
the flickering lights you saw the lovely coasts were no more. Sullen
thief hastening by the most solemn and dull were the shores so lately
authorities of the law, laden with c ested by the cities of Herculaneum
and fearfully chuckling over, the pro- anl Pompeii. The darlings of the
duce of his sudden gains.
f'ltp were snatched from her emIf in the darkness wife was separat-ateCentury after century shall
brace!
from husband, or parent from the mighty mother stretch forth her
child, vain was the hope or reunion. rzure arms, and know them not
Eaci hurried blindly and confusedly moaning around the sepulchers of the
on. Nothing in all the various ant? !ost!
's
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This is the most delicious of all cane sugar

syrups- -

--

un-

surpassed for its purity, flavor and wholesomeness. You cannot mistake the product, it has a flavor all its own. Imitations fall flat. Avoid them.

i1

For cakes, hot bread and similar foods you will find nothing so delightful then it makes the
implies, a
most toothsome candy. Children will love Log Cabin Penoche and it is what its name
"delightful confection."
We want every member of your family to get a taste of this delightful sweet, and as the taste
Log Cabin Penoche stands
is the test we know you will always have a can on your pantry shelf.
first on the list of all cane sugar syrups of the country.

AsK

Your Dealer for Towle's Log Cabin Penoche Syrup

Send a postal for the free book, "i'enoche Secrets"

100 new

a checking
account at the bank is
not a hobby. There la reaon In it.
It Is wise and it pays.
You can pay your bills with
hecks, which we return to you.
Each check Is a receipt In full for
every dollar you pay out.
Your check
book, shows Just
where the money went. This U a
good system of
You
can have your bank book balanced
at any time; it should be balanced
at least once a month.
Sometimes your memory falls
you you
forget whether or not
you paid a certain bill at the
store. If you kept a checking account and paid your bills by check,
you could turn to your checks
they will show the bills you paid,
the date and the amount.
baok-keepin-

THE

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

Candy and Dessert Recipes.

MEXICO

...SANTA fTbRANCII...

Eastbound.

3 : 00

Westbound.
Stations.

am

4:35am
7:30

Minnesota

NEW

Effective December X0.X905

The Towle Maple Syrup Company
-

COMMERCE

D. 5 R. Gyslcm

No. 426.

St. Paul, -

OF

W8.

Makers of the Celebrated Log Cabin Maple Syrup and the equally famous
Log Cabin Molasses

am

12:51pm
11:00am

Mt&AiHt

No. 425.

Pueblo

11:05

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

9:40

pu

p ra
7:00 p m

Espanola

Lv. Santa Fe Ar.

1:26pm

3:30 p m
Barranca
11:36 p in
10:29 p m
Servllleta
10:00p m
Tres I'iedras
Antonito
8:10 p m
8:30
Alamosa
6:40am
2:11 pm
12:26 pm
Embudo
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito, for Durango, Sllverto
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge lice via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing througTi the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creeds branch.
Traveling Freight
A. S. BARNEY,
nnd Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.
3 00 p
4:02 p
4:32 p
C:45 p
:

m
m
m
m
pm
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"LIFE IN RUSSIA MUST BE BORN OF
NOVELIST MAXIM GORKY

DEATH!"

d

FROM
'THE LAWS OF RIGHT AND JUSTICE MUST BE WRITTEN REVOTHE FAMOUS
THE RED DRIPPINGS OF THE SWORD."
LUTIONIST IN AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW TELLS OF THE SIT
UATION IN RUSSIA, AND SAY S THE rcAaAIN I IS MLAUTi

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

By Mario n E. Pew.

gray eyes,
rowed brow. His deep-s(In effect November 12, 1905.)
GrresDondence: '
gestures
impulsive
the prom- his
and
Eastbound.
,
axim
Go.k
ork April
,n
U)at
toW
&
haractei8lif,8
him
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:58
artisan ot Nijnl Novgorod, famous au- - Qf mental an d physlcai fearlessness, it
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
thor and revolutionist of Russia, who waa eaHjr to imagine why despotic
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:6
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
is in this country to raise funds with Trepoff set a price on his life and the
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Exwhich to arm his brothers In their czar wanted him behind prison bars,
Gorky is to travel over the country.
press, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , depart
strike for freedom, presented a strik-- i
POPULAR FOLKS
from the Oak Creek
I
7:45 p. m.
somber peasant s His plans are not perfected, but be
MARRY AT DEM I NG. effect ot the weed cn horses Is pecu ing figure in his
un mm is inn
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
garb, as he sat in tne drawing room win Bee me west.
Mark Kennedy and Miss Julia B. llar- - If eaten dry, loco weed produces of the home of Gaylord Wilshlre, his beautiful young wife, who was an act- 6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Miller, of Dwyer, N. M., were mar- - ' death In a very shcrt time, but if
Westbound.
surrounded by a group of swal- - ress. Their two children are in Rushost
ea,en
srecn,
may
for
horse
live
the
rled at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3d
lowtail coated New Yorkers, during sia.
years,
or
months,
even
several
but
RusBell,
Demlng,
T.
Rev.
south of
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
When I called on Gorky, I found
one of the entertainments in his honor
W. E. Foulks, pastor of the Method- - Is absolutely worthless after having after his
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
that hu talked only in his mother
arrival In this country.
1
en
weed.
the
1st church, officiating.
have
Horses
that
The wedding
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
Thus beholding at close range his tongue. His foster son, who joined
was a quiet affair, only the bride's sts-- i partaken of it act crazy, and when massive Slavonic head, set squarely him here in New York, acted as in- No. 7, Mexico &. California Express,
newly
ponies,
hitched
act
like
broken
ter, Mrs. Walter Russell, and the famterpreter for us. Here is what the
arrives U:45 p. m., departs 11:69.
upon broad shoulders, his long, iron
f
ily of Wm. T. Russell being present. The greatest loss Is in the winter tinged hair swept back from a fur- - famous novelist said to me:
No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
seasons,
is
when there
less of other
Mr. Kennedy owns a ranch In the;
Southbound.
Mimbres valley, north of Demlng, ' green ferd, but once a horse Was
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
a
it,
eaten
again,
he will always eat
of
p. w.
where they will reside.
if'?;
if the opiwrtunity
presents itself,
Local freight train. No. 99, southMEXICANS
KILLED
TWO
whether for the effector not is probbound, departs at 6 a. m., and carEXPLOSION,
BY DYNAMITE
lematie, but it appears to have the
ries passengers,
f- - i
,)v- Two Mexicans were killed and six same tffeet as "dope" on a tinman.
Arrives From South.
3
a
Borlously injured at Morenci, Ariz.,
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 1:60
"f" 'k 5
S3
strict 'Av.itttBW
.. ."v
SIX
ARE
OFFENDERS
a. m.
while attempting to reload a hole with
Russia will be free. Tho time is awakening of the peasants. Tho rev-faSENTENCED AT PORTALES.
dynamite that was still smoking from
No. 10 makes all local stops east oi
on
consist-i- t
say
when
can
a
olutionists
AVho
have
,
carried
approaching.
1
v
VSS
Albuquerque.
ft'
the first charge. The force of the The grand jury at Portales, RooseThe
will come? Between then and now ent educational propaganda.
inNo. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
explosion threw Electrician Maequeen, velt county, returned twenty-twtorture,
Implements
of
ion
troduct
modern
of
of
human
pall
black
a
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
who was at work on a pole near by, dictments. J. E. West pleaded guilty
and cruel death. agriculture has opened their eyes to
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
to the ground. Ho sustained a bro- to the charge of stealing mules, and awful suffering
new possibilities and a better mode
not
is
civilization
century
Twentieth
San Francisco.
ken arm, a broken leg, and his skull was given three years and a fine of far out of the night of barbarism, of lite than drudgin toil. The work
wag fractured.
$500.
All trains daily.
William Malone, found guilty
death.
of
of
socialists,
the
pursued
must
be
the
born
from
Life
Russia
in
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
of larceny, got two years. Oliver
and Justice must be early '70 s. has lorne fruit. The peo.
OLDEST MASON WILL
found guilty of larceny, waa The laws of right
pie
the
have
drippings
brought
of
been
tho
into
from
red
contact
written
LOCATE AT ESTANCIA. given three years.
William Walker
with the outside world by connnunica- free."
NOXTiUST MAXIM GORKY.
Harry C. Bennett of Willard was in pleaded guilty to drawing a deadly sword. But Russia must be
The novelist delights in having his photograph taken in queer poses.
You in America can understand the "m with those of their fellows who
Estancla to meet his father and sis- weapon and was given one year in the
cause, nave struck out tor new countries,
BUTTON
thn revolutionists'
of
ter, who arrived from southern Cali- penitentiary'- - N. Curtis, a prominent ' mo.tnr
.
.
.
TV..1 a
Ili'i int.,
i. ,...-.- ,!
u u Si
over lts Ian(la to the poopie. It will
fornia to mako their home in the val- citizen of Portales, was convicted of You live in tne glory oi mose uciui.
Bpe? m1 lnfl,'ene precipitate bloodshed, and unless we
1 PXlA
ley. Mr. Bennett, Sr., has the dis- receiving stolen goods and was fined you who uarea ro casi on. inc ijiaut
,
tinction of being the oldest living $r,00 and costs. Bud Stewart, 14 years band. Your spirit of 7t is our spirit re ig ous sects
and establishing more
paies
uot be the b
or ,
of
member of the Masonlo order In the of age, pleaded guilty to the charge of 190C. And the horror of war yours.
latl.vil.il anI nrnfrrpun k-- luuuftw..
lintlf
our artion.
If not the ciash must
United States. Naturally, he is anx- of larceny, and was sentenced to one in the light of such liberty as
The working classes in the cities come later,
My people are preparing as best
ious to have a local lodge established year in Jail. On account of his age
as soon as practicable. Mr. Bennett the sentence was suspended during they can ior what is to come. The have more than kept pace with their
wiU be our ,eai,Pr?
Russian peasant of today is not the
and his daughter visited Estancla last good behavior.
Ul,ssia
Russian peasant of a quarter or half
year, and were so well pleased with
how:everoccasion? We will need military gen- i ,
a century aco. He makes up 72 per
the climate that they have decided to TALLMADGE OBJECTED
eoattTy',
Tals. perhaps, but great men will.
T lie demand of the
Is for
:
TO BEING KODAKED. cent of the nopulatlon. He has been
n..'
locate at Estancla.
A sensational
scene occurred at learning to read of late years. He has communist ownership of land. They tne heroism of Lieutenant
Schniitt,
ANIMALS EAT THE LOCO
" "'. u lanus wn.cn mey are now who snrunir to the fore when
Roswell Saturday afternoon on Main come to understand the truth.
man
WEED AND THEN DIE street, the actors being B. H.
Witte, that scoundrel of the czar, ui u)g to till the pockets of the czar's wa3 wanted to command the Black
I find,
Reports from the ranges in tho
has,
people,
enemy
of
the
is,
,lu'
and
inarist"
Kra,U1
who
Denver,
is under
of
Sea fleet? There are many such. The
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Kirkland valley, Chlno valley and tne dictment on the charge of alleged spread the impression hero that the ocr.
and the
Hindiwt ind onljr Perfect
foU()W the8e
peope
wi
bmve
Upper Verde, indicate that tiorses arc land frauds, and F. C. Dezendorf, Russian people are not ready for
Pen. No ela filler
This is a social revolution rather fellow named Scheerbiuk, some time
no Ink Co tpill oo clogging
dying off in ggeat numbers there from special agent for New Mexico and
that the peasant than a political one. The people un- - aso, took
rev- or Quung.
party
a
command
of
of
mating the loco weed. Horses have Arizona for the Interior department. class is of a low order, stupid. Witte derstand that the corrective meas- - olutionists
contesting
who were
Yon imply pre the button ( aa
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... for
.
died from the poisonous weed in the
U the picture) snd the pea fiU
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past, but for the first time in the snapped Tallmadge.
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province
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He
fight
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memory of stock raisers it is now af- what .Dezendorf had done and started American Indian's, and I have yet to whole people.
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An attempt will be made this spring
fecting' cattle and deaths of large to whip him.
touches the j iper
got off with see one.
ioase him (,r suffer the consenuences. She is in the United States with her
numbers of range cattle are reported the negative. Bystanders prevented
There are good reasons for the to f"rco the government into giving He was released."
husband.
the men from fighting. The case?
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'li'iict, Judse I'ope presiding, wa-l'e county, lias been tiled with
' t.e only known cure for weak lungs
THROAT and LUNG TROUB
Garcia is said to have a bad repu-talRemember the name Ifcun'.i and
died at Roswell Mjnday. A
'. ef the( District Goiu A M B. 1
get
Citizen
The
for
Subscribe
and
Kvory
bottle guaranteed by all
LES, or MO:iKl BACK.
C3
tat ion, having committed a number
no other.
venire was Issued for the federal
The piaiu.ff ul- ", at Santa Fe.
news.
gists. 5"c and $1. Trial bottle free.
Sneclnl
New
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WHAT GORKY SAID
THE PEASANT IS READY
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ALBUQUERQUE

18. 1906.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

Proposal for City Team.
Sealed bids will bo received for the
furnishing to the city for one year of
teams, wagons, harIS BARRED three
ness and drivers thereof, with the
privilege of thrco additional teams,
thereof, i bo fnr-GNOTHING BUT REAL MUSIC WILL w"!ons 811,1 drivt'
IF
OF PRETTY IOWA u'sno'' whrtl n'ded.
Sail1 teams to be used
for city
HAVE THEIR WAY.
GIRLS ZVl
purposes under the direction of the
Street Committee, six days In the
Pes Moines. Iowa. April 13. No wok nn(1 ten hours per day, with the
longer shall the strains of f.iscinatl'ng l)riv"'c f one or two teams being
ragtime music emanate from the C""M to work on Sundays when
causing the orthodox too to slrt1'' Fnl(' Sl'n'ny work, however, to
tingle and compelling the passerby to,l,e additional work, ami to be paid for
halt and join In the chorus, if theiprorntn ln accordance with bid. Each
and every of said horses to weigh at
least twelve hundred pounds, and the
drivers thereof to be able bodied men,
capable of performing the work required.
Said bids will be opened bv the
City Council at Special or Regular
.Meeting to be held on or after April
30th, 1906, and contract to be let to
the lowest and best bidder. Each bidIs required to deposit a certified
der
cheek for flo.iiiMi to insure the good
faith of the bid, said check to be returned when contract is enlere.t lnn
The party whose bid is accepted will
be required to give bond in the sum
of two hundred dollars conditioned for
faithful performance of the con, the
tract.
All bids to be directed to the City
Clerk and marked "bid for furnishing
-r
: team and driver," and must be In the
hands of said Clerk not later than 12
o'clock noon, Monday, April 30th, 1906.
The City ordinances are to he con
sidered a part of this advertisement
and all bids shall be ln accordance
therewith.
All bids subiect tn
City.
HARRY F. LEE, Clerk.

RAGTIME MUSIC

AIR

DRY

two-hor-

CIRCULATION

r&w

ot
Is the best prcscner
foo.i made. The coM nlr
displaces the hot air anil
U( eps a constant circulation,
essential for preserving food.
Call and pee our line of refrigerators.
We have them
from $:.7j up. Write
cntalogue.

j

Lucky Postmistress.
Alexander of Cary, Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life PiUs to
bo the best remedy she ever tried f or
keeping the stomach, liver and bowels In perfect order. You'll agree with
her if you try these painless purifiers
that infuse new life. Guaranteed by
all druggists, price 2."c.

Wholesale and Retail.

of

Steam

Auto phone, 474.

West End Viaduct.

Cor. Coal Ave. and 2d St.

ET

1

THiS CHANCE

TO

SE-

Cfh

CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS

SADDLES
LAP ROBES

Freh and Salt Meat.

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

NOTES

Ciolde.n

ing to be held on or after April

1906.

the hands of the
jClty Clerk not later than Mondav,
cil.
Bond ln the sum of two hundred
lars will be required from person

days. The camel, faithful animal,
Train No. 10 this morning carried K()ea geve day3 acrosg tne h(Jt gan(Js
enpeons,
the usual gang of Mexican
without thinking of refreshments.
route tast to work on the railroad, Vlhy tnen snol,1(1 we not be al)Ie to
In competition with American labor. ;g0
for six days, reserv- ing the seventh for wetting up?"
Arrangements are being made by
"
the Brotherhood Qf Railway Clerks, at Not to be outdone,
t.
the booze
El Paso, to give another entertain-- !
y
?. of Albuquerque are seriously
The date has been set fur Fri- - ,n,inS
the question of forming nn or- evening. April 27.
ganizatlon of the "Ancient Order of
J. A. McNaugh, traffic representative the Camel," in this city, claiming that
of the Mexican' National railway at should such an organization be
has been granted a conces- - tabllshed here it will be the beginning
sion by the government to build and of the end of all violations of the
operate a system of electric lines for Sunday law and the lid will be on
tight and good.
forty miles in and out of Puebla.
nose-paintle- ss

fight-men-

agi-da-

.

Jesse W. Robblns, superintendent of
the Santa Fe Texas road, says as soon EDGAR PRAISES
as the rush of cattle shipments is
SMALL WANT NOTICE
over the work of laying eighty-fiv- e
pound steel rails between Fort Worth
and Cleburne will be commenced.
W. E. Easley, traveling passenger
agent for the Southern Pacific, and
the Pacific mail steamship line in
Mexico City, has resigned, and will gi
Into business iir Mexico City for himself. Mr. Easley was formerly general freight ageiit for the Vera Cruz
& Pacific railroad.
ii-im-

iitoii

i

vmayiiiaf.

state that the honthern Pacific

.

exten- -

sion south has been surveyed KiO kil- -.
ometers and 80 kilometers of track are
lain,
me line tor aimosi tne enure
uiHiuriru nas ntrn iiirougu a levei
country, with but two appreciable
curves.

LOST HIS BALANCE AND
FELL INTO BARREL
OF WATER, WHICH CAUSED HIS
DEATH IN PECULIAR MANNER.
W. L. Wilson, who enme to Carlsbad
about a year ano from Texarkana,
Tex., for the benefit of his health, met
with accidental death at his residence
on Main street, Wednesday nlpht,
says the Carlsbad Arsus. Mr. Wilson
was sleeping In a room with one of
his children, and it is supposed that
the child awoke and wanted water,
and that Mr. Wilson took a cup and
attempted to reach through a window
into a barrel of water which sat im
mediately outside when he either lost
his balance and fell forward into the
barrel or was attacked with heart
failure and fainted. His wife and sister, being awakened by the cries of
the child, went to Mr. Wilson's room,
and finding him absent, made search
for him, and found him in tho barrel, which was partly full of water.
A physician was called but found life
extinct. The body was viewed by the
coroner ami a jury, and a verdict returned according to the facts above
stated, Mr. Wilson was at one time
employed by the Carlsbad Hardware
company, but later worked in the
company.
of the Jnyce-I'fuAlthough residing ln Carlsbad only a
short time, lie had many friends, who
were shocked 1i learn of bis sad
death. Funeral services were hell at
the Methodist church. Thursday even-i- n
ir, the remains being accompanied
to the church by the loeal camp of
the Woodmen of the World, and interment will be bud at bis old home
in Texarkana, Tex., whither the
was shipped this morning.

AND CARRIED ON A TELEPHONE
CONVERSATION TO
"CUT IT

OUT."

ueen Issued yesterdav afternoon

now at tne laundry.
iiiui more in sight," lie continued
expected big returns from the small
adv. but had no Idea that they would
bo tumbling
over themselves
In
uroves, to reach the laundry so few
nnnui.es after the nancr hnt ho..n nut
Cut. out the adv hefnm y,a mh
Ktu suspicious and come to the con
clusion, owing to the many callers,
that we are going to change our entire force. It pays to advertise In The
i. mzen,
" Just then some
and
one cut in from Santa Fe. and held a
conersation with a love-sic- k
youth of
this city, thus snoilinz the continu
ation of an interesting story from Mr.
r.ugar on tne further results to he
obtained from advertising in The
Evening Citizen
"1'i"--iii-

Suffered for Five Year With Kidney
and Liver Trouble.
1
suffered for five years with kid- aim nver irouDle. which caused
" ,nc Fus across me back and a
blinding headache. I had dyspepsia
and was so constipated that I could
P,Ot.m0ve my ,X)WeIs without a caI- was direr! h
thartic.
rv,nmi..
"
"""""
"V.
L,rPr Ia,,'ets
and
,
,,a"a
T,"
.....tr u,.,n wen now lor six months,"
cays Air. Arthur S. Strickland
of
Chattanooga, Tenn. For sale bv
drupgfsts.

,,,

c

CLUB. ANCIENT ORDER OF
CAMEL,
ORGANIZED
AT
TUCSON TO FIGHT THE "BOOZE

TRUST."
club l..is spruni; up in
of that town. It
i ln Cilizi-is titill in its infancy, hut it bids fair

m.'nibrrhip.
to have an
urc await- - of its
The sa'ii!s-;i:rl l!i'V
'Vcry
lime Its name is m''ii!inn'l.
It is known as the "Ancient
of the Camel." The naloon 1st r' --'anl
it as the hiin.lwriting en the wall for
the "h.Hize trust," and lire f art'ul
that they may hav- - tn re. luce the
price i,f the amUr full to break up
the organization.
Or.b-of 'tie Cain.
"Tlie Ancl.-u'li inkers, " contakes in only une-'ifided the organizer
t'a.s murning.
"N'u teeotaler can get onu uf its lnucli- s

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.

General Boildlng Supplies

199.

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phoncj

Third and Marquette

' 'iffrtn'ri

"phone. 437: Colo.. Red
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.

t

l;tlf

-

rri
ijHT;''iH
"-

Wc Do Your Blacksmith Work Right I

1

I

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
DEPART

OUR
ME NT.

at

fit.

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR.
TRIMMING.

RIAGE

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

UP TO DATE SIGNS

J. KORBER

er

'

tl.

XXXXDOOOOOOCOOOCJOOOOOOOOO

' ,:;wef
.

r,.7",

lf

-

one-thir-

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

VE

MILL

n--

B.

FSLL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

NEXT

OOOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and

A. D. JOHNSON,

General

SKXXXXIOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Contractor

Wootton

wre guar-

OILS.

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Taint; lasts Ave years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

8

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

ii-

spcxxxoxxxxxxxxxxxiocociooc
Ammrlemn Block ft

Cerrlllo

ML
CO
$6.00 Per
Ton

COKE

MILL

WOOD

KINDLINfi

Correspondence Solicited.

tJ.

-

......- -.

123 S. Third St.,
j S ALBUQUERQUE
. . . .

.

,

RANKIN

GOTH 'PHONES

--

S300000000000000CX30COOOOO

3T

mzfit

fftyjrriis

TSiST

"Sf

tc

rsgp--

ecisq

Irrigating Plants a Specialty.
Auto, phone, 308; Colo. Red, 131.

on the

Bccn

CARPET

CO.

&

LOANS

Automatic phone

CLEANING

THORNTON The Cloanor
Cleans everything.
He is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There is no oth
er Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

r.

Established in

Albuquerque

451.

Novelty

Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of all
kinds. Before buying give us a call.

4

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

1882

INSURANCE.
Secretary

Mutual Building Association, Office at 217 West Railroad

bole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas, Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealers ln
Groceries
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Hlllsboro C'Teamery Butter Best on Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, an
Karen.
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery. 300 North Broadway, Corner ot Wasa- zi soutn Beeona Street.
lngton Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
u-a-

rsss
.iszs.

--

ssy

erssv

ZZZZZZ

&

Santa Fe Rq s two

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
'busing

rJuara1

etc.

U. FS8T
TV.

r..d.,.ce

and

Tu'T

tV'

LIMITED

'r'

lot. size 25xl
' 8

r

broad 8 and 70f,o: reels, with alley, 2, feet wide, with beautiful lake arid public p.rk and grand old .bade tree.- osf
,"ha!'iWnU; Ur8e3t nier
ttreV ioW.
W'nients in New Mexico; tho Belen Patent Roller mill, cap.clty 150 barrel, dally args win"
wool, flour, wheat.
ai.d
bean,
hay
in Central Nc.v Mexico. It. importance a. a great comrnercl.l railroad city in the ne.r future enwi
lne.
b. e.tlm.tJd
w-t-

'

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

f The,
5.re1yard, drug th,e CtD'tr
baruesa
10

laid out

P0PU'a!'!,,(,f

C!t7-

-

We"

etc.

gra,leA(J,-

-

(mtn-of
a Ert-cls- s

"P'd

CO OVER

by cultivation,; no eand or
thein
modern hotel.

gTl

THE MAIN LINE THROUGM
We need

.

flr.t-el.-

..

TO BELEN, EAST AND

bakery. tsDor .bop.

rto.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOvs AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

(iIt

n,

Works

321 8outh Second Street
Just received, large Shipment of

is 31 miles pouth of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fo system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Of 1000

'

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor

C. PRATT & CO.

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

0

Room 10. N. T. Armljo Building'

"E22sr

ebsw

N. M.

R
Q

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE

Staplo and iVancy

W.H.Hahn&Co

Farms

and

:$

STEAM

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room B, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

g

RENTALS

AND

Ranches

r,,

TOTI A GRA OI
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines. Liquors
. and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

Myer,

&

Real Estate

Thos. F. Kclchcr

,

OT COMMERCE

BALLING,

antee first class baking.
207 S. First Street
Albuquerque.
PAINTS,

RUPPE

TO BANK

203 W. Railroad Am.

At Consistent Prices

PIONEER BAKERY

BIMON

one-quart- er

Vi,ye.

& CO.,

SCREEN TIME
here. Door and Window
creen made to order.

I

.

""'j

FIG.

COR, FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO.

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

;

iMi-i--

HORSE-SHOEIN-

The Fuime Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

says

em.nmi'i-- .

MELINI & EAKIN

anti-ragtim- e

4SrieIr imisa
Pgr'

Tuc-hi-

A IH'W

Tljerm

bring-itybin-

DAYS

THE

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner rirtt and
Road.

DlUllr,

T A a Lucerol

May 6th. 1906.

ANTI-RAGTIM-

Certified check in the sum of ten
GIRLS.
dollars, navable to th ntv nmi on.
ideals of a determined body of popular company bid, to insure good faith of
Des Moines girls can be attained.
bidder.
studying music for music's sake.
Sealed bids are to be directed to
g the
they have declared war on this
City Clerk and marked "Hid for
craze that threatens to put burial of pauper dead."
all classical music on the shelf perHARRY F. LEE, Clerk.
manently. They believe that only by
o
strenuous efforts can this happy conProposal for City Printing.
dition be brought about, therefore
Sealed bids will be received from
they have organized and all have newspapers
published ln the CItv of
signed an
pledge.
They are sworn to do all in their Aiiiuquerque, New Mexico, for city
one year, from the Cth
iwwer to bring about public apprecia-- printing tor Jy,'u' Ba,u "1U81
open
lo
A""
ticn for real music. an,t
n,,,nl,,r
y the CItv Council at Snecl.il or
tunnel guilty or countenancing any
Meeting,
KeRuiar
to be held on or af
hodgepodge of harmony will be sus- ter
April 3oth. 1906. Each bidder will
pended or expelled from the
he required to enclose with his bid
ii reruiieu cnecK for ten dot ars. nav
a,'' to ,n0 City,, to Insure good faith
REAL ESTATE ArFNTQ
ot Bld' cnpcK to be returned to
FirnT
When contract Is entered
Into
,
7 AKifc.siA.nr
was
person or corporation to whom
,,
.
V
Dy
a
oauiruay
morning
nuie
contract
Is
"lu
let will be required to furn
hnock-uow- n
between a couple of real ish bond In the sum of two hundred
S!,JS '"e
"la,e
rresia
to be approved bv the Mavor,
caie. n seems will Allison sold aHnd conditioned for the faithful per- i mnu s ine weeiis ago io a tormnnce of the contract.
Sealed bids
Kansas man and Dr. Vawter wrote; are to be directed to the City Clerk.
.ue puiy a leuer trying io got mm and marked "Bid for City Printing"
to break the trade with Allison and and must be In the hands of the Clerk
.u a, raun uaei irom mm. ine not later than 12 o'clock noon,
was fair enough to send daw Anril 30ih. 1906
nm.t
ah
the letter back to Allison, aud when specify the amount to bo charged per
.
.
1, .
- .mo
Intl.,. 'iri I'.....,.r
orevier men tor
vaniti
first insertion, and
happened. Vawter went to the pave-- . so much charged the
for subsequent Inser-men- t
and Allison is nursing a set of tl.ms, nnd to be based on the printing
oiviuiiru jvmiuhies.
ot ordinances, proclamations, notices
etc. Job work to be on 5oo lttter
.
..
..
.
.
500 'nvolo.B. one-hasheet
Z2
rr1"'
f
" . .ri,,lnnhsd
sheet, blanks
, " A, '
; km.
nnd
'.
,
sheet blanks, for the first
r, ,,,
1
f'"- each subsequent loo. and
I
m.
A?
Coun- - !ull V,tHor necessary
C'ty A
7? be.rl?
Job work. Itlds to
'
"
1,0
'
lappll
n first class stock for corn
1
"J., ?"., i
mV.
30th, lnt;. Each bidder will be re
diu.-i- i i a
i: - iv
vuiit:u i if
of ten dollars, payable to the City, to
insure the good faith of the bid. Is no Devil's Island Torture.
worse than the terrible case of
Checks to l.e returned to the bidder piles
afflicted me ten years. Then
when contract is entered into. Said I wa that
sadvlBed to apply Bucklen's Arcontract to bo let to the lowest and nica Salve
and less than a box perbest bid per meal, all bids subject to manently
cured me, writes L. S. Narejection by tho Council. Contract to pier of Rugles,
Ky. Heals all wounds,
run for one year, from May Cth, 1900. burns
and sores like magic. 2Dc at all
The City ordinances are to be con- druggists.
sidered a part of this advertisement,
and .11 bids shall be in accordance
MEN AltO WsMErV
therewith.
Bib lifornnDfctuml
dm tiarL'c,itiflaui(uatiDi(
Sealed bids are to be directed to
or ulcrr(iooi
ii
ntittimit
the City Clerk nnd marked "Bid for
if tnuroui iiieiubrsu.
nt.A tlit aalvi...
trmU I'NIubi. PtklTili'fJBfurnishing meals to City prisoners," y
to, .'i ni r txii'iiDiiui.
and must be in the hands of said Clerk
CIWIWUTI.O.
not later than 12 o'clock noon Mon-a- ll
or umii r.i piam wrapper,
day, April 3nth. IftOC.
',75.
ft (mi. 3 l...ttlHARRY F. l.KK, Clerk.
i in uUr bkm no rfU.uooV

DRINK ONLY ONCE

NEW

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; new
TOP BUGGIES, wer $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $1 23.00 ;
We are also quoting very low price on Surreys, Stannopee, Con--J
corus, uucKDoaras, spring wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.'
'
write ror catalogue and prices

i

it

IN SEVEN

THE

auvo-rdollar-

lane out that want ad. for office
girl, yelled W. L. Edgar of the Im
peria laundry, through the telephone
half an hour after The Citizen had

It's a time to helpj

FRANKFORT, KT.

Auto,

ceiving contract, conditioned for the
faithful performance of the contract In
accordance with the City ordinances.
Contract to run for one year, from

t

yourself by helping ua.
$46.00 to $108.00 )

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Automatlo Pboos,

t

Our Top Buggies and;
Runabouts must more
We need the floor (
pace for another car.

Bottled ln Bond.

Bol

r

1

Into Yours:

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

dolre-

--

Pocket

O. F. C.
VJHISKEY

M. GRENADINO & CO.

April 30th, at 12 o'clock, noon. All
iiiis suoject to rejection by the Coun-

coveted carda. The bigger the boozer
the better member of the organization
he will make, provided he complies
with the rules and regulations. This
he must do to retain his

OF

-

uiu oi uun

served promptly at any hour or tbt
nlghL Price will be from 26c to Sue

30

All bids must be In

J. Franklin, chief of the claims
department of the Santa Fe coast
"It is the fundamental principle of
lines, is In the city cn railroad busi- - our organization that no member shall
drink more than once every seven SOME
ness.
H.

oooooooooooooooo
t

Bid for Burial of Pauper Dead.
Rids for burial of pauper dead in
IF TOU WISH TO EAT a rnnt
accordance with the ordinnnces of the
City of Albuquerque, N. M., will be lunch and enchiladas on the Mexlcat
received by Council of said CItv and style, go to South Third street. eor?.ei
opened at Special or Regular Meet- - of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will b.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
RAILROAD

f

BACK OF P. O.

5

J

AND ETC.

'Red Wagons"

THE CELEBRATED

'

BRIDLES

laundered without fhrinklng. We tare added to our a
ready well equipped latindety a machine with which we can bndl
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
re J.iPt like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring tbem to a
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

Sautage Factory.
EMIL KLeTnwORT,
Masonic Building. Norm Third Street.

Vdton

(JsJ

Colo, phone. Red 177.

Woolen

Meat Market
All Kind

FOUND AT LAST

j

THIRD STREET

i

J. D. Emmons

SEVEN

A

Is Mrs.

o,

It

PAGE

WT.

NORTH

hou.e, jeweler, plumbing

AND SOUTH.

.ho, . slania.

mUl

DEEDS.

The Be Sen Town and Improvement Company
rrcsiaem

WM M BERGER

Secretary

PAGE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

trees ,m I Fourth
cottonwood
Five. big
.,
. .
I'.llill U
sireei, between k.h"""" OK, allow
avenue, have been rut down to
of putting In a cement sidewalk in
Is the time to plant
place of the wooden walk that has:
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SPRING

BOYS' AND YOUTHS'

IVES, the FLORIST

CLOTHINGS

1

M

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

3 14 WEST

HAILkuA DAY tJB.

Nobby Low Shoes
WINTER FOOTWEAR AND BUY A PAIR OF OUR.SNArrY

HEAVY

OXFORDS.

DREADED

FIT

AXD

THE BEST ADVANTAGE

SO

WKU, THAT THE

MUCH

PROCESS OF BREAKING IN IS ENTIRELY ELIMINATED.
$3.50

MEN'S PATENT COLT OXFORDS
MEN S VICI KID OXFORDS

$3.00 to $3.50

MEN'S VELLAIN CALF OXFORDS
WOMEN'S PATENT KID OXFORDS

$2.50 to $3.00

WOMEN'S

OXFORDS

$2.25 to $3.00

....$1.50 to

OXFORDS.

WOMEN'S DONGOLA

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we al
ways procure the best manufactured
We find out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them

118

and

120

South Second street.

The Hickox - Maynat d Co.
Tis
In

Do You Use

STREET.

SECOND

SOUTH

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4- - Quart
3- -

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $1.50

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
.

......90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mall orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J. H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Barnett Building

Druggists

s

i
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CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First apd Marquette, - Albuquerque, N.

in

EVE

M.

THE

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

t

HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

U3, U5,

til

3

rr

403

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

S.VANN&SON
S. T. OFVAMM
PURE DRUGS
OPTICS

--

Palace

y

&JMMA

HA R D WA RE

Q

LUMBER,

9th

L. KEMPENICH

a

value.

NEW MEXICO'- - LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

10.00

i

OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each In Its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

$18.00

con-BeRi-

T. Y. MAYNARD.

ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

$7.50
3.50

Suits,
Suits,

THURSDAY, APRIL

Stern-Schlos-

GEO. W. HICKOX.

city.
stock embraces everything that
made by the
new and good
that
world's best manufacturers.
your inspection of the
We

"WHITE WAIST and SUIT

F. F. TROTTER
Not.

the

SIMON'
STERN
Railroad! Avenue. Clotlhiier

$2.25

$1.00 to $2.50

FOR BOYS AND GIRL8

our show
our store, the
Complete Line of

and Youths' Suits ever brought

R.R.

$2.75 to $3.50

VICI KID OXFORDS

WE Largest and

3

FOOT TO

OF YOUR

THEY SHOW OFF THK BEAUTY

display
HAVE
sale
dows, and

BebberOpticalCo.

:''

THIS IS 1X)V SIIOI5 TIME AND JIIC.II TIMK TO DISCARD YOUR

18, 1906.

DOCTOR

N

Fine Jewelry

Stationery

ill

Lowney's Candles

Subscribe for tbe Citizen and Get tbe News

per ilozi n.

Strawberries received daily.

WIciNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

Everything for the Boys
Sailor Blouse and Nobby Double-breaste- d
Suits at $1.50 to $6.00 are on display.

gra.ii-'Hi.n'nio-- t

namo Chiekering is in itself
a guarantee of that, store's
You may safely depend upon
its advice as to the other maes it
In New Mexico the chlck-eriii- i:
is represented solely liv
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.

Young Men's Long Pant Suits, in neat
mixtures, from $6.50 to $15.00 per suit.

TIME IS COMING.
Window- screens, 7 cents per foot.
A liome made, door, with trimmings,
SCREEN
-

..JUST RECEIVED...

are making window screens all
together, and as strong as
'1
for 7 cents a square foot. A
"r
or
r i n door,
that
outlast any door shipped in here
triui-together
!
with
mi the cast,

We

mortised
i

CAPS-- all

of

s. for 11.25.

m :.
mt.--

110

Wet

Gold

J

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
w w ut v jeaowg

COMPANY

&

Wholesale
and Retail

Wholesale
and Retail

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

GARDEN TOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

SPADEs7SHOVELS

for $1.25.

CHILDREN'S and BOYS'
the novelties at from 50 cents to $1.50.

A new line

Successors to E. J. POST

lian-!:--s-

We

j

STORE

Wherever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents t'hicker-In- g
Sons to bo the best llaee to
look for pianos of less expensive

The line of Spring Suits in Russian Blouse,

If

UllhtkING

FIND 1Kb

i

12

S. Second

j

1

:i
;

mako the regular
doors that have

,.fre

$2.I'IU

to

made

for $l.r.u.

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING

Tt

$2.2."..

shop

ahvas cost,

MILL CO.

a Citizen want ad.

RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

GARDENBARROWS

213 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

H

